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Summary

Human motion capture is important for a wide variety of applications, e.g., biomechanical analysis, virtual reality and character animation. Current human motion capture solutions require a large number of markers/sensors to be placed on the body. This results in long setup times and can be obtrusive for the subject. Publicly available motion capture datasets allow for using data-driven approaches to reduce the number of sensors/markers. While for specific applications an approach based on mechanical principles for sensor/marker reduction might be better suited. To that end, different approaches for sensor/marker reduction were developed and assessed, which were applied in specific applications.

The first chapter provides an overview of the most influential developments in the history of human motion analysis. Subsequently, different technologies used to measure both kinematics and kinetics in various measurement environments are presented. Next, methods for reducing the number of sensors or markers by using either data-driven or mechanical principles-driven approaches are described. Specific applications might benefit from an approach based on mechanical principles if appropriate assumptions can be applied. While a data-driven approach might be better suited if a more general solution is required. Followed by an overview of data-driven approaches that can be used to decrease the number of sensors. The goals of this thesis were to develop, optimize and evaluate methods for estimating full-body poses using a minimal sensor set and subsequently implement the proposed methods in relevant application scenarios.

The second chapter provides a comparison of the use of lazy and eager learning methods for estimation of full-body movements from a minimal sensor set. It was chosen to use nearest neighbor search as a lazy learning approach, as this could be fairly compared to previous work of one of the authors. The chosen eager learning approach was an artificial neural network, since it has been successfully applied to various problems that involve human motion. The results show that both learning approaches lead to similar estimation accuracy, namely an average joint position error of 7 cm and average joint angle error of 7 degrees. Additionally, both approaches show similar performance when input data is magnetically disturbed. This allows for applications that require real-time estimation of full-body poses, since eager learning approaches require significantly less processing time.

In the third chapter, improvements of the time coherency of output poses of the previously developed eager learning method are introduced by using a stacked input neural network. This approach was compared with a state-of-the-art deep neural network approach, which explicitly takes into account the time coherency of the in-/outputs. A shallow learning approach requires less computing power and data to train, which allows for applicability for a wide range of applications. Results
show that these deep and shallow learning approaches show comparable accuracy in estimation of full-body poses using only five inertial sensors, namely a joint position error of approximately 7 cm. However, an increase in the joint jerk errors was observed for the shallow approach compared to the deep learning approach, which was to be expected as time coherency was not explicitly enforced.

In the fourth chapter, the developed approach for reducing the number of sensors for full-body motion capture is applied to a running application. This was extended to estimate vertical kinetics of an athlete, which allows for a more detailed analysis of the athlete’s performance. This approach was evaluated using data of a single subject and of multiple subjects, to analyze the generalizability of the proposed approach. As expected, a subject-specific trained network estimates kinematics and kinetics with a higher accuracy ($\rho > 0.99$) than a network trained on multiple subjects ($\rho > 0.9$). This performance can likely be improved by extending the training dataset to a more diverse and larger group of runners.

In the fifth chapter, an approach based on mechanical principles is applied for estimating the foot progression angle from a single foot-worn inertial sensor. By using a dynamic foot reference frame, there was no need for an external heading measurement, hence, a magnetometer is no longer required. Therefore, this approach is not affected by magnetic disturbances, and can be applied in any environment. Results show that the foot progression angle can be estimated with high accuracy compared to an optical reference (maximum mean error of 2.6°). This approach has the potential to be applied in a feedback application for knee osteoarthritis patients, to help them in reducing the knee adduction moment and consequently the experienced pain.

In the sixth chapter, different motion capture approaches are compared during running, namely: based on inertial measurement units (processed with Xsens MVN Analyze) and optical markers (processed using Plug-In Gait and OpenSim Gait2392). The evaluation was performed on a treadmill, with subjects running at 10, 12 and 14 km/h. The results show that mainly the sagittal plane has excellent correlation ($\rho > 0.96$) and RMSE (< 6 degrees). The transversal and frontal planes showed less correlation. This indicates that sagittal kinematics can be measured consistently using any of the different motion capture approaches, while ambiguities exist in the transversal and frontal planes even between same optical data processed with different accepted processing approaches.

Finally, in the last chapter, the insights and limitations of the research presented in this thesis are presented. First steps towards reducing the number of sensors for full-body motion capture have been taken in this work, however, improvements are required for these techniques to be applied in different applications. This provides opportunities for applications that require truly ambulatory motion capture and cannot apply a large set of sensors, e.g., for daily-life monitoring of patients or athletes. The accuracy of a data-driven approach is largely impacted by the dataset quality and size. Therefore, improvements can be achieved in this work using a more diverse and larger dataset. Further performance improvements can be realized by fine-tuning the proposed approaches to specific applications, such as was done for running.

In the appendix, a magnetic measurement system for estimation of end-effector position for a virtual reality application to train reaching tasks in stroke survivors is evaluated. An active magnet was used such that a 3D position/orientation can
be estimated without requiring additional information and/or assumptions. Results show that the end-effector position is estimated with a difference of approximately 3 cm compared to an optical reference. This demonstrates that the evaluated magnetic measurement system has potential to be applied in such a rehabilitation application. However, the developed mock-up for the virtual reality training application requires further improvement and subsequent experimental evaluation in stroke subjects.
Samenvatting

Vastleggen van menselijk bewegen is belangrijk voor een grote verscheidenheid aan toepassingen, bijvoorbeeld biomechanische analyses, virtuele realiteit en karakter animatie. Huidige oplossingen voor het vastleggen van menselijk bewegen vereisen dat een groot aantal reflectoren/sensoren op het lichaam worden geplaatst. Dit resulteert in lange voorbereidingsstijd en kan de gebruiker in de weg zitten. Publiek beschikbare datasets met bewegingsdata maken het mogelijk om een data-gedreven aanpak toe te passen om het aantal reflectoren/sensoren te minimaliseren, maar voor specifieke toepassingen kan een aanpak die gebruik maakt van mechanische principes beter geschikt zijn. Daarom zijn er verschillende aanpakken voor reflector/sensor reductie geïmplementeerd en geëvalueerd, welke in specifieke applicaties zijn toegepast.

Het eerste hoofdstuk geeft een overzicht van de meest invloedrijke ontwikkelingen in de geschiedenis van de analyse van het menselijk bewegen. Vervolgens, worden er verschillende technologieën voor het meten van kinetica en kinematica in verschillende omgevingen gepresenteerd. Daarna, worden methodes voor het reduceren van het aantal sensoren of reflectoren door gebruik te maken van data-gedreven of mechanische principes-gedreven aanpakken beschreven. Specifieke toepassingen hebben mogelijk baat bij een aanpak gebaseerd op mechanische principes wanneer de juiste aannames toegepast kunnen worden. Terwijl een data-gedreven aanpak mogelijk beter toegepast kan worden, wanneer een meer generieke oplossing nodig is. Vervolgens wordt er een overzicht van data-gedreven aanpakken gegeven die toegepast kunnen worden om het aantal sensoren te reduceren. De doelen van dit proefschrift waren: het ontwikkelen, optimaliseren en evalueren van methodes voor het gebruik van een minimale sensor set voor het schatten van bewegingen van het hele lichaam en vervolgens deze methodes toepassen in relevante applicatiescenario's.

In het tweede hoofdstuk wordt een vergelijking gemaakt tussen het gebruik van lazy en eager learning methodes voor het schatten van bewegingen van het hele lichaam met een minimale sensor set. Er is gekozen om nearest neighbor search als lazy learning methode te gebruiken, omdat deze eerlijk met eerder werk van één van de auteurs vergeleken kan worden. De gekozen eager learning methode was een neuraal netwerk, omdat deze succesvol is toegepast op verschillende problemen met bewegingsdata. De resultaten laten zien dat beide methodes tot een vergelijkbare schattingsnauwkeurigheid leiden, namelijk een gemiddelde gewrichtspositiefout van 7 cm en een gemiddelde gewrichtshoekfout van 7 graden. Verder laten beide methodes vergelijkbare prestaties zien wanneer de input data magnetisch verstoord is. Dit maakt applicaties mogelijk waarin onvertraagde schattingen van lichaamsposes nodig zijn, omdat eager learning significant minder verwerkingstijd nodig heeft.

In het derde hoofdstuk worden verbeteringen van de tijdscoherentie van de ge-
schatte poses van de eerder gepresenteerde eager learning methode geïntroduceerd door gebruik te maken van een gestapeld input neurale netwerk. Deze aanpak is vergeleken met een state-of-the-art deep neurale netwerk aanpak, welke expliciet de tijdscoherentie van de in/outputs in acht neemt. Een shallow learning aanpak heeft minder computerkracht en trainingsdata nodig, dit maakt toepassing voor een groot bereik van applicaties mogelijk. De resultaten laten zien dat deep en shallow learning methodes vergelijkbare nauwkeurigheid hebben in het schatten van lichaamsposes met maar vijf inertiële sensoren, namelijk een gewrichtspositiefout van ongeveer 7 cm. Hoewel er wel een stijging in de gewrichtsschokfout te zien is voor de shallow aanpak in vergelijking met de deep learning aanpak, wat te verwachten was omdat hierbij tijdscoherentie niet expliciet gemodelleerd was.

In het vierde hoofdstuk is de ontwikkelde aanpak voor het reduceren van het aantal sensoren voor het vastleggen van menselijk bewegen toegepast in een hardloop applicatie. Dit was uitgebreid met een schatting van de verticale kinetica van de atleet, dit zorgt ervoor dat een uitgebreidere analyse van prestaties van de atleet mogelijk is. Deze aanpak is geëvalueerd met data van één proefpersoon en meerdere proefpersonen, om zo de generaliseerbaarheid van de aanpak te kunnen analyseren. Zoals verwacht is een netwerk dat is getraind in het schatten van de kinetica en kinematica van één proefpersoon nauwkeuriger ($\rho > 0.99$) dan een netwerk getraind met verschillende proefpersonen ($\rho > 0.9$). Deze prestaties kunnen waarschijnlijk nog verbeterd worden door de training dataset uit te breiden naar een meer diverse en grotere groep hardlopers.

In het vijfde hoofdstuk is een aanpak gebaseerd op mechanische principes toegepast op het schatten van de voet verloophoek met één voet-gedragen inertiële sensor. Door gebruik te maken van een dynamisch voet referentie assenstelsel was er geen externe meting nodig voor de horizontale richting, oftewel een magnetometer is niet langer noodzakelijk. Omdat deze aanpak niet beïnvloed wordt door magnetische verstoringen kan dit in iedere omgeving worden toegepast. De resultaten laten zien dat de voet verloophoek geschat kan worden met een hoge nauwkeurigheid in vergelijking met een optische referentie (maximale gemiddelde fout van $2.6^\circ$). Deze aanpak heeft de potentie om toegepast te worden in een feedback applicatie voor knie osteoarthrosis patiënten, zodat zij ondersteund kunnen worden in het verlagen van hun knie adductie moment en derhalve de ervaarde pijn.

In het zesde hoofdstuk zijn verschillende aanpakken voor het vastleggen van bewegingen vergeleken tijdens het hardlopen, namelijk gebaseerd op inertiële sensoren (verwerkt met Xsens MVN Analyze) en optische reflectoren (verwerkt met Plug-In Gait en OpenSim Gait2392). De evaluatie was uitgevoerd op een loopband, met proefpersonen hardlopend met een snelheid van 10, 12 en 14 km/h. De resultaten laten vooral in het sagittale vlak excellente correlatie ($\rho > 0.96$) en RMSE ($< 6^\circ$) zien. De transversale en frontale vlakken laten een lagere correlatie zien. Dit geeft aan dat sagittale kinematica consistent met elke van de verschillende aanpakken gemeten kan worden, terwijl dit niet eenduidig is voor het transversale en frontale vlak, zelfs wanneer men kijkt naar optische data verwerkt met verschillende geaccepteerde methodes.

Tot slot, in het laatste hoofdstuk worden inzichten en beperkingen van het onderzoek in dit proefschrift gepresenteerd. De eerste stappen in de richting van het reduceren van het aantal sensoren voor het vastleggen van bewegingen zijn gezet in dit proefschrift, hoewel er nog wel verbeteringen nodig zijn om deze technieken
toe te kunnen passen in verschillende applicaties. Dit biedt mogelijkheden voor toepassingen die vereisen dat de bewegingen vastgelegd worden in een ambulante setting en wanneer het niet mogelijk is om een grote set sensoren toe te passen, bijvoorbeeld voor het monitoren van patiënten of atleten tijdens het dagelijks leven. De nauwkeurigheid van een data-gedreven aanpak wordt grotendeels beïnvloed door de kwaliteit en grootte van de gebruikte dataset. Daarom kunnen de methodes in dit werk nog verbeterd worden door een meer diverse en grotere dataset te gebruiken. Daarnaast kan er nog verbetering gerealiseerd worden door de beschreven aanpakken toe te spitsen op specifieke toepassing, zoals bijvoorbeeld voor de hardloop applicatie is gedaan.

In de bijlage is een magnetisch meetsysteem getest waarmee de eindeffector positie geschat kan worden voor een virtuele realiteit applicatie voor het trainen van reikbewegingen na een beroerte. Er is een actieve magneet gebruikt zodat de 3D positie en oriëntatie geschat kan worden zonder dat hiervoor additionele informatie en/of aannames nodig zijn. De resultaten laten zien dat de eindeffector positie geschat kan worden met een maximaal verschil van ongeveer 3 cm in vergelijking tot een optische referentie. Dit laat zien dat dit geteste magnetische meetsysteem potentiële heeft om toegepast te worden in zo’n revalidatie applicatie. Maar het ontworpen testmodel voor de virtuele realiteit trainingsapplicatie moet eerst verder verbeterd worden en vervolgens geëvalueerd worden met patiënten die een beroerte hebben gehad.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A/A</td>
<td>Ab-/Adduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADL</td>
<td>Activity of Daily Living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>Artificial Neural Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW</td>
<td>Body Weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F/E</td>
<td>Flexion/Extension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP</td>
<td>Forceplate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPA</td>
<td>Foot Progression Angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/E</td>
<td>Internal/External Rotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMMU</td>
<td>Inertial Magnetic Measurement Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMU</td>
<td>Inertial Measurement Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAM</td>
<td>Knee Adduction Moment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOA</td>
<td>Knee Osteoarthritis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>Long Short-Term Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNS</td>
<td>Nearest Neighbor Search</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>OpenSim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>Principal Component Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PiG</td>
<td>Plug-in-Gait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSD</td>
<td>Root Mean Square Difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>Root Mean Square Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNN</td>
<td>Recurrent Neural Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIL</td>
<td>Stacked Input Length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINN</td>
<td>Stacked Input Neural Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STA</td>
<td>Soft-Tissue Artifact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vGRF</td>
<td>Vertical Ground Reaction Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZAVU</td>
<td>Zero Angular Velocity Update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZUPT</td>
<td>Zero Velocity Update</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter ONE

Introduction
Human motion analysis is important for various research areas, e.g. sports, rehabilitation, design of orthotic and prosthetic devices, etc. Currently such analysis is performed by using either a lab-bound or portable measurement system, each with their own benefits and limitations. However, for full-body motion capturing these systems often require sensors/markers on each rigid-body segment. This results in long set up times and can be obtrusive to the user. Availability of motion capture data in public databases, provides opportunities for applying machine learning to decrease the number of sensors/markers. However, in case of specific applications the use of mechanical principles might result in better estimation of quantities of interest. In this thesis we applied both machine learning and mechanical principles for estimating full-body movements. Additionally, both methods have been applied to specific applications. This chapter provides an overview of the background of different motion analysis, methods for reduction of sensor/markers and machine learning.
1.1 Motion Analysis

Interest in the movement of humans goes back to the earliest times. However, Aristotle (384-322 BCE) is the author of the first known written reference in this research field [17], where he suggested the following experiment for measuring human gait:

"If a man were to walk on the ground alongside a wall with a reed dipped in ink attached to his head the line traced by the reed would not be straight but zig-zag, because it goes lower when he bends and higher when he stands upright and raises himself." [12]

Unfortunately, it took until the development of modern mathematics in the 16th century to continue research into human movement and perform the appropriate measurements. The first gait experiment was performed by Giovanni Alfonso Borelli (1608–1679), in which he walked towards two poles placed at unknown distance, while trying to keep only one pole in sight [26]. However, he found that this was impossible due to medio-lateral movement of the head. Measuring human movement requires proper equipment, or else one might come to incorrect conclusions. This happened in the work of Weber and Weber (1836), who relied on measuring tape, a stopwatch and telescope, in combination with their observations to draw 14 instances (in time) of a gait cycle [203]. Their results were proven to be not completely accurate by the first three-dimensional gait analysis performed by Braune and Fisher (1891, [29]). In this analysis subjects were strapped with Geissler tubes that flashed at discrete intervals, which was recorded with a continuous exposure, the setup is shown in Figure 1.1 and results in Figure 1.2.

Besides kinematics, it is important to measure kinetics to understand the full scope of forces exerted on the human body during motion. The first researcher to measure the ground reaction forces was Gaston Carlet (1849–1892) using a shoe that had pressure transducers built-in (shown in Figure 1.3 with corresponding results in Figure 1.4) [32]. This technology was adapted to be applied in the first pneumatic (vertical) force plates [123].

However, to understand the full picture of forces acting on the body all three orthogonal components of the ground reaction forces are required. To that end, Jules Amar (1879-1935) developed such a device during the first World War (shown in Figure 1.5) capable of measuring three-dimensional ground reaction forces [5].

The introduction of a force plate in combination with motion capture provided all the necessary elements for performing adequate full-body three-dimensional gait analysis. However, processing of those data required significant human effort, as all calculations had to be performed by hand. It took until the computer era for gait analysis to be available to a wider range of labs. Where the first important innovation was capturing positions of retro-reflective markers (accuracies that can be reached are in the order of millimeters [64]) using a calibrated setup of infra-red cameras, e.g., as shown in Figure 1.6. Furthermore, this optical motion capture system can be complemented with force plates, such as shown in Figure 1.7. When retro-reflective markers are placed on known body locations, three-dimensional kinematics can be inferred. To obtain segment orientations three markers have to be placed on each rigid body segment with high accuracy, as a small misplacement
**Figure 1.1:** The first known three-dimensional motion capture system consisting (designed by Braune [29]) of Geissler tubes attached to a suit with thick layers of rubber (to protect against the electrical current). It took between 6 and 8 hours to dress the subject, and measurements could only be performed in complete darkness (i.e., at night).

**Figure 1.2:** After careful processing of the acquired images from recordings of a subject wearing the motion capture system (as shown in Figure 1.1) the joint centres were plotted in this mesh. Additionally, centre of mass calculations were performed and included in this representation [29].

**Figure 1.3:** Pressure transducers built in soles, such that ground reaction forces could be measured [32][123].

**Figure 1.4:** The first recorded characteristic double bump of the vertical ground reaction force (by Gaston Carlet) [32].

might result in a significant segment orientation error. Furthermore, it has been shown that this placement is subject to inter-session variability, even when placed by the same researcher on the same subject [124].

Optical motion capture requires significant setup and processing times due to the large number of markers (37 if the Vicon Plug-In Gait protocol is used [49][201]) that need to be placed and consequently processed. This processing consists of labeling the observed retro-reflective markers (which can be automated with the appropriate model, but can result in label errors) and the resulting marker trajectories can require gap-filling (due to occlusions). Furthermore, a dedicated area with calibrated
1.1. Motion Analysis

Figure 1.5: The first force plates capable of measuring three-dimensional forces \[5\].

Figure 1.6: An optical motion capture system setup of Vicon \[201\].

Figure 1.7: Optical motion capture in combination with force plates \[158\].

cameras (i.e., positions of cameras with respect to each other should be known) is required, which limits the applicability to lab measurements or requires significant effort to set up the system in a different environment (e.g., outdoors or in a home). Even though optical motion capture is regarded the golden standard for measuring human kinematics, it has been shown that due to its’ limitations (e.g., lab-based measurements, line of sight issues and post-processing requirements) other approaches might be a better choice depending on the measurement conditions \[42, 208\].

Inertial motion capture on the other hand, uses on-body sensors, namely inertial measurement units (IMUs, accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer) applied to each (rigid) body segment (17 in total) to determine orientation of the various body segments \[170\], as shown in Figures 1.8 and 1.9. This has two major advantages compared to optical systems, namely that it is not bound to a dedicated lab space and does not suffer from occlusions. This significantly reduces the setup times, and with no occlusions gap-filling is not required. An IMU (as shown in Figure 1.9) typically consists of a three-dimensional accelerometer and gyroscope, which is often complemented with a magnetometer.

An accelerometer can be used to measure the acceleration that is acting on the sensor in all directions, which includes the gravitational acceleration. However, in essence it measures the forces acting on the mass attached in a box via springs in all three perpendicular directions, by evaluating Hooke’s law \(F = kx\) using the measured displacement of the mass inside the sensor box \(x\) and known spring stiffness
1. Introduction

Figure 1.8: Inertial motion capture system of Xsens [214].

Figure 1.9: Wireless IMUs of Xsens [214].

\( k \). Newton’s law \( F = ma \) is then applied to estimate acceleration \( a \) using the calculated force \( F \) and known mass \( m \). To remove the gravitational acceleration from this measured acceleration, orientation of the sensor must be known in an Earth reference frame.

This information is typically combined with a rate gyroscope and magnetometer, using a sensor fusion technique such as an Extended Kalman Filter [164], to obtain the orientation of the sensor w.r.t. the Earth reference frame. A rate gyroscope was initially based on a rotating structure, however, a vibrating structure gyroscope is simpler and cheaper and therefore more suited to be used in MEMS technology. These type of gyroscopes are based on a vibrating mass that exerts a force on its supporting structure according to the Coriolis effect. Then the rate of angular rotation can be calculated using the measured forces in the three perpendicular directions. A magnetometer is a device that measures the magnetic field (direction and strength) in a certain location. This can be used to calculate the heading direction of the device using knowledge of the Earth magnetic field (like a compass). However, this requires minimal magnetic disturbances (e.g., ferro-magnetic material or power sources in the vicinity of the device). With good tuning of an Extended Kalman Filter, these three information sources can be combined to estimate an accurate and drift-free three-dimensional orientation [168]. This can then be used to calculate the free acceleration of the sensor (without the gravitational acceleration component), and transform the measured accelerations into the global frame.

With a proper biomechanical model it becomes possible to acquire body segment orientations and positions. This requires knowledge about the placement of IMUs on the different body segments, which can be obtained by a calibration procedure in which the subject is in a known pose [161]. In this manner, proper sensor-to-segment alignment can be acquired assuming that IMUs are rigidly attached to the human body and an accurate calibration pose was performed. If segment lengths are measured accurately, joint positions can be estimated using forward kinematics [13, 160].

A significant limitation of inertial motion capture compared to optical motion capture is drift in position of the subject, w.r.t. the Earth reference frame, due to double numerical integration of the accelerations. This position is typically estimated by inertial dead-reckoning using the known initial position and velocity, which results
in drift due to accumulation of measurement errors and sensor noise. Effects of this drift can be minimized by applying additional information from interactions with the environment, e.g., zero velocity or height updates during stance in walking and running [183].

Until recently, inertial and magnetic motion capture suffered from magnetic disturbances [50]. This was caused by the assumption that the magnetometer measures a homogeneous magnetic field, which is not true in most indoor environments due to the presence of ferromagnetic materials in a lot of buildings. However, a recent improvement to the algorithms allows for accurate estimation of kinematics even in the presence of external factors, e.g., magnetic disturbances [170]. Also in specific cases, three-dimensional movements can be analyzed using inertial sensors without the need for additional magnetic sensing.

## 1.2 Minimal Sensing

All previously mentioned motion capture technologies, require sensors or markers on each (rigid) body segment. This results in long setup times and can be obtrusive to the user. Human motion is regarded highly redundant, therefore, reduction of this number of sensors/markers is deemed possible [165, 166, 195]. There are two significantly different approaches to achieve such a sensor/marker reduction, namely by taking advantage of knowledge about human kinematics in relation to the underlying physical principles (e.g., [82]) or by inferring such information from a large dataset of human motion (e.g., [14]).

### 1.2.1 Mechanical Principles Modeling

Full-body motion capture requires applying assumptions about human body motion, e.g., joint constraints, limitations on speed of movement or joint type [170]. However, additional assumptions can be made to reduce the number of sensors for (full-body) motion capture, which may result in a decrease of accuracy, but might be effective for specific applications.

A special case of a reduction of the number of available markers is when these are occluded during (part of) a measurement. Such cases can be solved using interpolation (over typically short periods of time) with information from the remaining markers. Such interpolations can effectively be achieved using linear motion modeling with a Kalman Filter [11] or by exploiting knowledge of rigid body segments of the human body [80, 190].

Specific applications might benefit from additional constraints that allow for minimizing the number of markers/sensors for estimation of full-body kinematics, e.g., 8-marker model for biofeedback of gait training [25] or 8 IMUs for tracking changes of running mechanics during a marathon [149]. The number of markers and/or setup can be optimized for the specific application, however, it requires different assumptions and models to estimate required outcomes with sufficient accuracy. A different approach is to use optimization in combination with a biomechanical model for full-body motion capture with a set of 6 IMUs [202].
1.2.2 Data-driven Modeling

The increasing availability of human body motion datasets (e.g., CMU \[33\], AMASS \[122\] and HDM \[129\]) provides opportunities to create data-driven models to map a low-dimensional marker and/or sensor setup to a full-body pose. Inferring such relations based on data can result in acceptable performance, but might not provide additional insights into the underlying relations as such machine learning approaches are typically regarded to be ”black-box” methods (this might change with increased interest in explainable artificial intelligence \[1\]). However, it has been shown to be an effective class of tools to reduce the number of markers/sensors in full-body motion capture, e.g., using minimal retro-reflective markers \[36\] or IMUs \[88\] \[192\] \[210]\.

1.3 Machine Learning

It is becoming increasingly important to effectively use the growing amount of data (in various domains), as we might gain and infer new insights and knowledge that is implicitly present or encoded in these data. To that end, machine learning has been applied with varying success for classification and/or regression based on such data. These learning methods can be unsupervised (when no labeled data is available) or supervised (when labeled data is available). However, in the following focus is on supervised learning methods.

Machine learning algorithms can be divided in two main categories, namely lazy and eager learning \[3\]. If the algorithm combines information from a data set directly to process new observations and does not learn from it, we can classify it as a lazy learning algorithm. This also means that no model is created to relate input and outputs. Examples of such algorithms are nearest neighbour search and naive Bayes. In eager learning a model is constructed based on the available data that learns relations between the respective in-/outputs, e.g., artificial neural networks, decision trees, etc. Both paradigms have their own advantages, namely lazy learning does not require training time, which comes at the expense of processing time at runtime and eager learning does not require the full dataset to be stored, because this knowledge is contained in the trained model, which makes it faster at runtime.

There are numerous algorithms that can be seen as machine learning \[22\]. However, to stay within the scope of this thesis we will discuss artificial neural networks (ANN) only. ANNs are inspired by the biological neural networks present in animals. In general they learn to perform tasks (regression or classification) considering training examples using no task-specific rules, i.e., the brain can be used for many different tasks using the same structure. An ANN is typically structured with one input layer that is fully-connected to one or two hidden layers which are fully-connected to an output layer, as shown in Figure 1.10. As deeper ANN (more hidden layers) are difficult to train, because of the vanishing gradient problem \[83\]. Each layer consists of neurons (the computing units of the network), which typically outputs a non-linear sum of its inputs. The number of neurons in the hidden layers can be determined experimentally. Weights of the different neurons in the network are trained iteratively by evaluating a cost function on the available training examples of inputs and corresponding outputs. If this cost function is minimized or the pre-defined number of iterations is achieved, the training phase is finished and the ANN can be used to
1.4 Thesis Objectives

This research has two objectives, which have been formulated as follows:

- Develop, optimize and evaluate a method for estimating full-body poses using a minimal sensor set.
- Implementation of the proposed methods in relevant application scenarios.

1.5 Thesis Outline

Based on these thesis objectives the following three parts, with their corresponding chapters, are defined as follows:
1. Introduction

- **Methods for Pose Estimation with Minimal Sensing** - This part describes methods for reducing the number of sensors in general full-body pose estimation.

2. **Estimation of Full-Body Poses Using Only Five Inertial Sensors: An Eager or Lazy Learning Approach?** - This chapter provides a comparison of two learning paradigms (e.g., eager and lazy learning) for estimating full-body poses with only five IMUs.

3. **Time Coherent Full-Body Poses Estimated Using Only Five Inertial Sensors: Deep versus Shallow Learning** - Time coherent output was not achieved by using traditional shallow learning (Chapter 2), to that end, we developed a stacked input neural network, which was compared to the state-of-the-art deep learning approach for estimating full-body poses from a minimal sensor set.

- **Applications for Pose Estimation with Minimal Sensing** - This part describes applications for estimating human kinematics/kinetics with a small sensor set using methods from Part I or mechanical principles.

4. **Estimation of Vertical Ground Reaction Forces And Sagittal Knee Kinematics During Running Using Three Inertial Sensors** - Describes how an ANN can be used effectively to estimate both the kinematics and kinetics of running, which is relevant for monitoring performance progression of the athlete and to possibly assess injury risks.

5. **Foot Progression Angle Estimation Using A Single Foot-Worn Inertial Sensor** - Knee osteoarthritis patients can have mobility issues due to the experienced knee pain. Providing feedback on the foot progression angle can help this population to reduce their knee pain. This work provides a method to estimate the foot progression angle using a single foot-worn inertial sensor.

6. **Magnetic Sensing For Estimation of End-Effector Position in a Virtual Reality Application** - A study of the potential for using minimal magnetic sensing for estimation of end-effector position in a virtual reality application. Which includes a preliminary design for such an application.

- **Technologies for Motion Capture** - This part provides a performance comparison between different motion capture technologies used in parts I and II.

6. **On the Validity of Different Motion Capture Technologies For the Analysis of Running** - Optical and inertial motion capture technologies each have their benefits and limitations, however, this work provides insight in differences of obtained kinematics.

Chapter 7 concludes and discusses the obtained results of this work and identifies opportunities for future research directions.
Part I

Methods for Pose Estimation with Minimal Sensing
Estimation of Full-Body Poses Using Only Five Inertial Sensors: An Eager or Lazy Learning Approach?
Abstract

Human movement analysis has become easier with the wide availability of motion capture systems. Inertial sensing has made it possible to capture human motion without external infrastructure, therefore allowing measurements in any environment. As high-quality motion capture data is available in large quantities, this creates possibilities to further simplify hardware setups, by use of data-driven methods to decrease the number of body-worn sensors. In this work, we contribute to this field by analyzing the capabilities of using either artificial neural networks (eager learning) or nearest neighbour search (lazy learning) for such a problem. Sparse orientation features, resulting from sensor fusion of only five inertial measurement units with magnetometers, are mapped to full-body poses. Both eager and lazy learning algorithms are shown to be capable of constructing this mapping. The full-body output poses are visually plausible with an average joint position error of approximately 7 cm, and average joint angle error of 7°. Additionally, the effects of magnetic disturbances typical in orientation tracking on the estimation of full-body poses was also investigated, where nearest neighbour search showed better performance for such disturbances.

Keywords: Inertial Motion Capture; Orientation Tracking; Machine Learning; Neural Networks; Nearest Neighbor Search; Human Movement; Reduced Sensor Set.
2.1 Introduction

Human motion has been a research topic of interest in many fields for a long time. The increasing availability of high-quality motion capture systems [145, 146, 161, 201] contributed to this topic, by allowing easier and more accurate three-dimensional human motion capturing [70]. The introduction of inertial motion capture systems, which do not rely on any external infrastructure, made full-body movement analysis feasible in an ambulatory setting [161]. These systems require sensors to be attached to each main body segment (e.g., 17 sensors in Xsens MVN [214]). By reducing the number of required body-worn sensors, such systems would be less obtrusive and the usability would improve, which could potentially lead to applications that require use in daily life. Another probable benefit would be the reduction in costs.

Many studies have proved that human movements contain redundant information and can be concisely described using fewer dimensions than the degrees of freedom of the human body [165, 166, 195]. This opens the way for human motion capture using a reduced set of sensors. The first approaches in this field used procedural models (based on empirical and biomechanical models, they offer less control but are not perceived as realistic [130]). Badler et al. [14] used four magnetic sensors (placed on the head, pelvis and both hands) and inverse kinematics to estimate upper body joint positions. Behavioral models were used for the estimation of the lower body joint positions, which resulted in the best estimation of gait poses. Another example of a heuristic-based system used eight magnetic sensors to estimate full-body movements by applying an analytical solution for the authors’ defined kinematic chains problem [174].

The increasing availability of motion capture data led to the use of data-driven approaches to deal with less information than provided by current full-body motion capture systems. One of the first data-driven approaches was presented by Chai and Hodgins [36], who used six reflective markers (captured with two video cameras) providing the position of anatomical landmarks to estimate full-body movements. A form of Nearest Neighbor Search (NNS) was used to map the lower dimensional input signals to full-body poses. The search space was limited with Principal Component Analysis to create a local linear model. The use of position-based features particularly fits with methods such as NNS, but calls for an external infrastructure (such as cameras) which limits the applicability to small (mostly indoor) areas.

In later years, Slyper and Hodgins [185] investigated a system composed of five accelerometers attached to the upper-body. Their results were promising and encouraged others to further investigate the use of such sensors for this problem. Tautges et al. [192] built upon that work by also using a few accelerometers, but with the addition of scaling in the temporal domain to also enable estimation of movements performed at different speeds. Riaz et al. [152] added ground contact information to the estimation framework of Tautges et al. [192] to estimate full-body poses using three accelerometers (placed on the wrists and lower back). These works showed the effort of moving towards an infrastructure-less setting, but the use of raw accelerometer data limited the potential performance of such methods, as these provide information of movement but not of a single pose, unlike position features.

The above-mentioned methods all adopted some form of NNS in their estimation framework. NNS belongs to the family of lazy learning algorithms [3], since
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no model is created during a training phase. Although these algorithms have been shown to be a good choice for the estimation of full-body movements using a reduced sensor set [36, 96, 185, 192], the fact that the (typically large) training database needs to be stored makes them less appealing for real-time portable (or even embedded) applications. Even though smart search techniques (such as k-dimensional trees [36, 108, 192]) have been proposed to decrease search time, training databases cannot be indefinitely large to search and estimate output in real-time. Eager learning algorithms, opposed to lazy learning ones, do not have this requirement and a model is trained to concisely describe relationships between inputs and outputs in a training database. Liu et al. [120] applied a combination of both an eager and lazy learning approach to estimate full-body movements using six inertial and ultrasound sensors. Their approach combined previously estimated poses and their neighbors to construct a local linear model for prediction of the current pose. Starting from a similar setup, Kim et al. [101] used a kernel canonical-correlation-analysis-based regression. Although both works reported promising results with the use of eager learning approaches, their methods required several models to be trained at different time steps, thus increasing computational complexity. Moreover, both methods required position-based features and showed dependency on an external infrastructure.

A few examples of training global models for human movements can also be found in literature. For instance, support vector regression has been applied to the 2-Dimensional (2D) upper body pose estimation from images [40] and Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) have been applied for the estimation of 3-Dimensional (3D) movements from 2D body poses [196]. None of these works, however, focus on estimating full-body movements from a reduced set of body-worn sensors.

In the efforts of developing a self-contained ambulatory system, preliminary work (chapter 5 of the PhD thesis) by one of the authors [74] has shown the feasibility of estimating full-body poses using an NNS-based approach with orientation features. However, this method also implemented simulated features, which would require additional sensor technologies. The choice for orientation features was mainly driven by the fact that current orientation tracking solutions [101], based on sensor fusion of inertial and magnetic data, have been proved to be highly effective at providing users with easy access to accurate and very informative quantities such as sensor orientations. Furthermore, orientations directly provide information of the current body pose, unlike only accelerations. In this work, we aim at further investigating the effectiveness of using orientation features in combination with a lazy learning (NNS) and an eager learning (ANN) algorithm. Since the main focus of the work is to investigate two learning paradigms (i.e., lazy and eager), the algorithm choice has been mainly driven by consistency with previous literature. Note that the choice between a lazy and eager learning approach shows a functional trade-off. Lazy learning, by not building any specific model, is more effective in preserving idiosyncrasies of training data. However, for the same reason, the computational complexity at run-time grows with the size of data. On the other hand, eager learning requires much longer training time, but the conciseness of the trained model makes it more appealing to real-time applicability. A data collection campaign has been carried out to create a large training database composed of movements from different subjects performing various activities and used to test the two algorithms. The sensor orientations provided by five Xsens motion trackers [214] (each containing an Inertial
2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Subjects

Six healthy subjects (three males and three females; age: 29.0 ± 11.9 years; height: 177.2 ± 7.2 cm; weight: 83.1 ± 11.1 kg; Body Mass Index (BMI): 26.5 ± 3.7 kg/m²; all dominant right-handed) volunteered to participate in the current study, for which ethical approval was obtained. Before participating in this research, each subject signed an informed consent form.

2.2.2 Experimental Protocol

Subjects were verbally instructed to perform different types of movements (ranging from gait, Activities of Daily Living (ADLs), to sports), as described in Table 2.1. The exact execution of these movements (namely, style and speed) was left to individual interpretation. Each trial was performed three times to guarantee large intra- and inter-subject variations in the movement database (which can be seen from some representative recordings shown in accompanying videos). Overall, approximately 25 min of motion capture data was recorded for each subject. The measurements were performed in the gait laboratory of Roessingh Research and Development (Enschede, the Netherlands). The working area used for data collection was chosen trying to minimize magnetic disturbances (e.g., large metal constructions were avoided and ferro-magnetic objects, when possible, were removed from the working area), such that good quality measurements were possible. MVN Studio offers some dedicated tools to measure magnetic field experienced in the environment and to test its homogeneity.

2.2.3 Instrumentation

The reference full-body motion capture system used in this study is Xsens MVN (Xsens Technologies B.V., Enschede, the Netherlands), in this manner, both learning approaches could be compared to the performance of an ambulatory motion capture system. Xsens MVN consists of a full-body Lycra equipped with 17 IMUs with magnetometers located at both shoulders, upper arms, lower arms, hands, upper legs, lower legs, feet, head, sternum, and pelvis. Data is wirelessly transmitted to a computer through Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.15.4). The accompanying software (Xsens MVN Studio version 4.2.1, Xsens Technologies B.V., Enschede, the Netherlands) allows to
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Table 2.1: A description of trials in the experimental protocol (each trial was performed three times by all subjects). ADL = Activity of Daily Living, L = left and R = right.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial</th>
<th>Short Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Gait</td>
<td>Walk 10 m, walk 10 m, jog 10 m and sprint 10 m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Gait</td>
<td>Walk with a glass of water (dominant hand, non-dominant hand and in both hands)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Gait</td>
<td>Walk 10 m, walk slowly 10 m, walk backwards 10 m, side-step six steps (L/R).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Sport</td>
<td>Sit-ups (5×) and side-side-ups L/R (3×).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Sport</td>
<td>Kick a ball against the wall L/R (3×).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Sport</td>
<td>Throwing a ball against the wall L/R (3×).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Sport</td>
<td>Crawling six steps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. ADL</td>
<td>Take a magazine, put it on the table, get seated, read a magazine, stand up and put it away.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. ADL</td>
<td>Take a tray with cups, walk with the tray, put it on the floor, stand up, pick it up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. ADL</td>
<td>Take a glass, fill it with water and drink it in a chair.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. ADL</td>
<td>Put on a coat and take it off.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. ADL</td>
<td>Comb hair, scratch back, touch toes, rotate arms around shoulder back-and-forward.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. ADL</td>
<td>Kneel down and tie shoelaces (L/R).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. ADL</td>
<td>Ascend and descend stairs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

visualize and export full-body (consisting of 23 body segments) kinematics of the subject at the selected sampling rate of 240 Hz. The inertial sensors used in Xsens MVN provide about 1° Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) in dynamic conditions and undisturbed magnetic field [214], whereas the joint angle accuracy of the system is in the range of 1° to 6° [217]. It should be noted, that sensor orientation may differ from segment orientation due to soft-tissue artifacts, which was 3° at largest for the knee joint angle [173].

A recording session starts with a simple calibration phase to estimate alignments between sensors and corresponding body segments. In this "N-pose" calibration, the subject is asked to stand upright, with arms next to body and palms facing the body, for a few seconds. For each tracking device, the system then fuses inertial and magnetic data to estimate sensor orientations which are further fed to another estimation engine that uses biomechanical constraints to estimate segment orientations and joint positions in a frame local to the laboratory (origin in the calibration position with x-axis aligned to magnetic North and z-axis upwards in the gravity direction) [161].

The proposed methods were validated using a reduced set of sensors, the orientations of considered individual sensors have been estimated using an Xsens tracking filter [168] and a calibration phase (N-pose) was performed as before to estimate corresponding segment orientations. Note that the use of a full-body motion capture system as an Xsens MVN allowed for the testing of different sensor configurations by just considering data from a subset of the 17 sensors.

2.2.4 Movement Database

All measured poses (about two million) define our movement database. Since movement data at 240 Hz resulted in almost indistinguishable adjacent poses, the movement database was down-sampled with a factor of 10, which resulted in approximately 200,000 poses. The size of the movement database is important as this
impacts training (for ANN) and testing (for NNS) times of learning algorithms. In order to avoid dependencies from global orientations of the body in the environment, all segment orientations were expressed with respect to that of a reference body segment. The pelvis was chosen as the reference segment, because it typically experiences lower dynamics and is therefore measured with higher accuracy. Furthermore, in many activities (e.g., ADL) there is no evident coupling between movements of the upper and lower extremities [56]. By splitting full-body poses into two separate databases (containing upper- and lower-body segments, respectively), a larger number of full-body poses can be accounted for (even though never explicitly performed by any subject) by combining instances from the two databases.

2.2.5 Learning Process

The learning process (both for NNS and ANN) aims at estimating a full-body pose starting from the five known individual segment orientations. As described in Section 2.2.4, the unknown upper- and lower-body segment orientations are independently estimated starting from known segment orientations of upper- and lower-body, respectively. The full-body pose is derived by simply combining upper- and lower-body estimates. Many different sensor configurations (varying number and placement of sensors) could be considered. For the sake of clarity, in Figure 2.1 we provide an intuitive visualization of the process in the case of five sensors being used on the pelvis, lower arms, and lower legs, respectively. In this case, pelvis and lower legs measured orientations are used to estimate the rest of the lower-body segments, whereas pelvis and lower arms ones are used to estimate the rest of the upper-body segments.

![Figure 2.1](image_url)

**Figure 2.1:** The left pose shows an example of input segment orientations (highlighted and sensor locations are marked with red dots) for both the upper- and lower-body estimations, whereas the right pose shows the corresponding output segment orientations (highlighted) for both the upper- and lower-body. Both estimations (displayed as black dotted and grey boxes) are combined to obtain the full-body pose.

The focus of this work is to investigate the performance of the two learning paradigms (lazy and eager) at estimating full-body poses from low dimensional orientation features. Therefore, we chose to evaluate the performance of both ANN and NNS in a ”snapshot” manner, where poses are estimated independently of each
other, i.e., no temporal model that accounts for correlation between consecutive poses has been applied. Additionally, output of either algorithm was not explicitly corrected for poses implausible from a biomechanical viewpoint (e.g., knee flexion could result in angles larger than 180°).

The implementation of ANN was designed using the neural network toolbox of MATLAB R2016a (Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). Function fitting networks (fitnet) were chosen for their regression capabilities of estimating non-linear relations between inputs and outputs, as the mapping of a few segment orientations to a full-body pose is assumed to be non-linear. Weight and bias values of the ANNs were updated using the scaled conjugate gradient backpropagation (trainscg). The networks were trained for a maximum of 1000 epochs and the training was finished if the gradient stopped decreasing for 6 epochs (i.e., a local minimum of the regression problem was found). The inputs to the neural network were orientations (expressed as quaternions) of the measured body segments, and the outputs were chosen to be the orientations of the remaining body segments. Each input/output neuron processed a single element of a quaternion, where the norm of the output was not explicitly enforced to be one. The neural network was expected to learn this from the training dataset, however, the output was normalized to one, such that this was ensured.

The NNS implementation was similar to that of Giuberti [74]. The in- and outputs were identical to that of the ANN implementation. The distance ($d_n$) between measured orientation feature vectors and orientation feature vectors in the training dataset was computed using the mean quaternion shortest angle [89]:

$$d_n = \frac{\sum_{s=1}^{S} 2 \cdot \arccos \left( (q_s)^{-1} \otimes q_n^S \right)}{S}$$

where $q_s$ is the quaternion describing the orientation of the input body segment $s$ (with a total of $S$ input body segments), $n$ is the index in the training dataset (with a total of $N$ poses), $\otimes$ denotes the quaternion multiplication, $(\Delta)^{-1}$ is the quaternion inverse function and $[\Delta]_1$ extracts the first component of the vector. The computed distances ($d_n$) are used to compute a weighted pose, according to the following equation:

$$\tilde{p} = \sum_{l=1}^{k} (w_l \cdot p_l)$$

where $p_l$ are poses in the training database, that are used to compute a weighted average full body pose ($\tilde{p}$) based on the $k$ (neighbors) closest poses, where weights ($w_n$) are defined as:

$$w_n = \frac{\max(d) - d_n}{\sum_{n=1}^{N} (\max(d) - d_n)}$$

where $d$ indicates a vector containing all calculated distances ($d_n$). The output orientations of pose $\tilde{p}$ were normalized to obtain proper unit quaternions, similar to the ANN implementation.

To avoid biased results, performance of both algorithms was tested independently on data from each subject (i.e., data from the same subject were never simultaneously appearing in training and testing). In particular, data from one subject was, in turn, used for testing, whereas data from the remaining five subjects was used for training.
2.3. Results and Discussion

Furthermore, an n-fold cross-validation \cite{104} was performed to determine optimal algorithm parameters. Similarly to before, randomly splitting data into training and validation datasets might result in data from the same subject occurring in both datasets, thus introducing bias. Therefore, we chose \( n = 5 \) to allow us to split the training dataset subject-wise. Note that, since one subject is used, in turn, for testing, data from five subjects is left for training and cross-validation. The network configuration (for ANN) and the number of neighbors \( k \) (for NNS) were optimized in the cross-validation. For the sake of conciseness, the results of these cross-validations are presented in Table 2.2.

### Table 2.2: Optimization settings for different learning algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Algorithm</th>
<th>Optimization Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NNS</td>
<td>( k )</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>Network configuration</td>
<td>[250 100]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.6 Performance Evaluation

Analyzing errors in the estimation of human motion is difficult, one has to deal with what people perceive as posed errors \cite{107}. In similar works, either the Euclidean joint distance \cite{74, 192} or the joint angle errors \cite{36, 120} have been selected as error metrics. Furthermore, different applications may stress more errors on different parts of the body. A biomechanical application could focus more on specific joint angles, while a virtual reality application might be more interested in end-effector positions. For the sake of generality, both error metrics are reported and investigated in this work. In particular, joint angles are calculated as the relative orientation (to the proximal segment) of adjacent segments. The joint angle error (in three rotational directions) is then computed as the absolute difference between the measured and estimated joint angles. Joint positions are calculated using forward kinematics on segment lengths and orientations starting from the pelvis \cite{206}. The joint position error is then computed as the Euclidean distance between the measured and estimated joint positions.

2.3 Results and Discussion

In this section, we evaluate the impact of sensor placement (Section 2.3.1) and different activities (Section 2.3.2) on the performance of NNS and ANN. Furthermore, generalization of such performance over different subjects (Section 2.3.3) and the impact of sensor noise (Section 2.3.4) are also investigated.

Accompanying videos can provide the reader with a clear intuition of algorithms performance. Nonetheless, for lack of space, in Figure 2.2 a representative selection of measured and estimated body poses for a few different activities (namely, walk, squatting, and kneeling) is shown.
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Figure 2.2: Measured and estimated poses of one subject are shown for different activities. Body segments on the left-side of the subject are colored red, while the right-side is colored blue. Joints are marked by black dots. The top row shows the measured poses of the testing dataset, the middle row shows poses estimated by NNS, and the bottom row shows those poses estimated by ANN (configuration D). Pose<sub>1</sub> shows a pose in mid swing, pose<sub>2</sub> is directly after toe off while carrying two cups, in pose<sub>3</sub>, a tray of cups is picked up and the subject is squatting in pose<sub>4</sub>.

2.3.1 Sensor Configuration Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Sensors Used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1, 4, 7 and 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>2, 5, 8 and 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>3, 6, 9 and 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>2, 4, 8 and 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>1, 2, 7 and 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>1, 2, 10 and 11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.3: The different sensor configurations that have been investigated, each configuration is denoted by a letter (A–F) and the sensors for each of these configurations are numbered (1–12). (left) Sensor locations; (right) Sensors in the different configurations. In all configurations, the pelvis (P) is used as a reference segment.

Optimal sensor placement (on the body) in a reduced sensor system could be influenced by the requirements of the application of interest; in this work, we define it as the one that leads to the smallest average joint position/angle error. To limit the number of options, we investigated six configurations (all of them composed of five sensors), summarized in Figure 2.3. As mentioned in Section 2.2.4, the pelvis (shown as the red dot marked with P) is chosen as the reference segment for all configurations. Since, in our approach, upper- and lower-body pose estimation is separately performed, the chosen configurations have been defined so that the sensors are split uniformly between upper- and lower-body.
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Figure 2.4: The left-side of both bar plots (ANN on the left and NNS on the right) shows the mean (over all six subjects) joint position error for the different configurations (as described in Figure 2.3). Individual mean (over all six subjects) joint position errors are shown on the right-side of both bar plots. A selection of joints is shown in both bar plots for readability. The different spine joints are not shown here because the joint position errors are comparable to the T8 joint. Additionally, the extra shoulder/foot joints are not presented because the magnitude of the error is similar to that of the shoulder and ankle joints shown.

Figure 2.5: Mean (over all six subjects) joint angle errors for different configurations (as described in Figure 2.3) are shown on the left-side of both bar plots (ANN on the left and NNS on the right). Individual mean (over all six subjects) joint angle errors are shown on the right-side of both bar plots. A selection of joints is shown in both bar plots for readability. The different spine joints are not shown, because the joint angle errors are similar to the L5 joint. Similarly, extra shoulder/foot joints are not presented because the magnitude of the error is similar to that of the shoulder and ankle joints shown.

Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show the joint position error and the joint angle error (averaged over all six subjects), respectively, for the different sensor placements. Performance of ANN and NNS are reported, by also detailing contribution of each segment/joint (groups of bars on the right-side of plots) to the mean error (sin-
gle bars on the left-side of plots). In Figure 2.5 for the sake of conciseness, an average of joint angle errors, instead of errors in all three rotational directions (flexion/extension, abduction/adduction, and internal/external rotation), is shown. It can be observed that differences in performance between ANN and NNS are in the order of a few centimeters. The optimal sensor placement, according to the average joint position error, appears to be configuration A (namely, pelvis, upper legs, and upper arms) with 7 and 8 cm errors for ANN and NNS, respectively. These results are comparable to one of the reported situations in the work of Tautges et al. On the other hand, according to the average joint angle error, the optimal sensor placement is the one defined in configuration E (namely, an asymmetric configuration composed of pelvis, right upper and lower arm, right upper and lower leg) with errors equal to 7 and 8° for ANN and NNS, respectively.

Nonetheless, most of the considered configurations do not show major differences in average performance that would strongly motivate using one configuration over the remaining ones. Rather, it is important to highlight how errors on specific joints/segments are showing much larger variations. In that respect, it can be indeed noticed that average errors are mainly influenced by joint and segment errors which are particularly small due to the specific definition of the different configurations. For instance, configuration A shows shows hip angle errors of zero, because sensors are placed on adjacent body segments, consequently the knee joint position errors are zero.

In general, large individual joint position errors are shown at most distal joints (such as wrists and ankles) for all configurations, where errors could vary from 12 cm at the right ankle for configuration A (for NNS) to 24 cm at the left wrist for configurations E and F (for NNS). This is likely motivated by the fact that distal positions, since they are estimated using forward kinematics, tend to accumulate errors from segment to segment. On the other hand, joint angle errors show similar trends for different configurations. Even though these plots might better serve as tools for selecting optimal sensor placement in light of specific requirements of an application of interest, for the sake of a concise analysis, in the following we will investigate other aspects by choosing configuration D, which shows both mean joint angle and position errors close to the best found errors.

### 2.3.2 Activity Comparison

So far, no focus has been put on investigating evolution of error over time. Therefore, an example of the joint position error progression over time (using configuration D) for trial 1 (as defined in Table 2.1) of one of the subjects is shown in Figure 2.6. Different events/activities in the trial are marked by vertical dashed lines and labeled accordingly. Beside observing the quick and frequent jumps in the joint position error, which is likely the result of the use of a snapshot approach (i.e., no connection between adjacent poses), it is quite evident that different activities show different (yet consistent for each activity) error trends. This emphasizes the importance of characterizing the impact of different activities on the algorithm’s performance.

By evaluating six different testing cases, as defined in Table 2.3 more insight into the performance of both ANN and NNS for different activities is provided. One trial for each activity was excluded from the training trials (of different subjects), such that capabilities of extrapolating movements could be analyzed.
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**Figure 2.6:** Average joint position error (using configuration D) of one subject during the first trial. Vertical dashed lines are shown to denote the different movements in that part of the trial.

**Table 2.3:** Description of the six testing cases, for the specified training database.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Testing Case</th>
<th>Test trial</th>
<th>Training trials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gait A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADL B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport E</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.7 and 2.8 show the mean joint position error and mean joint angle error (averaged over all subjects), respectively, for the different testing cases. Note that, in Figure 2.8, the average flexion/extension angle error is shown, as this is the rotational direction with the largest variability for most joints and often of most interest for biomechanical analysis.

Performance differences between activity classes in mean joint position and angle errors are a few centimeters and degrees. This might be part explained by the fact that for different activities similar poses can occur (e.g., standing, walking, etc.), thus favoring classes with the largest overlap in poses (such as gait, where walking poses are indeed likely also occurring in ADL and Sport).

Trials that were excluded from the training dataset (testing cases B, D, and F) are estimated with similar accuracy (differences are in the range of a few centimeters and degrees) as the included trials (testing cases A, C, and E), which might indicate that generalizing between different motions within activity classes is possible. In general, there are not clear evidences that would favor the choice of one learning approach over the other. A larger difference between ANN and NNS can be observed for ADL, compared to Gait and Sport activities. This difference, although in line with the empirical standard deviation range, might be explained with the capability of
ANN of abstracting from the training database, while NNS depends on poses in the training database explicitly.

### 2.3.3 Generalizing Performance

Another aspect of interest is the difference in performance when testing over different subjects. In Figure 2.9, the distribution of the mean joint position error (over all trials) for each tested subject is shown, for both ANN and NNS. For ease of com-
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Figure 2.9: Distribution of joint position errors (with bins of 3 cm) for all scenario 1 activities for each subject. The left distribution shows ANN results, whereas NNS results are shown on the right.

Comparison, the distributions are overlapped and each tested subject is represented by a different color. The mode of the distributions for both ANN and NNS lies around 7 cm for all subjects and the whole distributions have similar shapes, indicating that the learning performances are quite generalizable over different subjects. Note that both ANN and NNS error distributions show long tails, which could be an indication of the (un)effectiveness of the algorithms at estimating rarely occurring poses in the movement database. Such error distribution profiles have also been reported by Tautges et al. [192].

2.3.4 Sensor Noise Analysis

Sensor orientation tracking from sensor fusion of IMU and magnetometers generally shows very small inclination errors and slightly larger heading errors, mostly due to the difficulty in determining magnetic North using magnetometers in the case of a magnetically disturbed environment. Although biomechanical body constraints can help in mitigating such errors if a full-body system is available, that may represent a harder challenge when using a reduced sensor set. During our data collection, we made sure that the environment was as clean as possible to guarantee the best quality in the collected data. Note that, this is even more important if such data are used as inputs for learning algorithms, as for our case. However, it is worth investigating the impact of noisy inputs on learning algorithms performance.

To illustrate the scale of such orientation errors in a typical real-world scenario, a measurement of about 2 h was performed using an Xsens motion tracker identical to the ones used for the data collection in this work. This measurement was
performed by a person carrying both sensors around in-/outside an office building (radiators, chairs, desks, and cars are examples of encountered sources of magnetic disturbances). A very accurate tactical grade IMU (0.75 °/h gyroscope drift, 1 mg accelerometer resolution) was used as a reference to estimate the error of the sensor orientation measured by the Xsens motion tracker. Histograms of the RMSE error of roll, pitch, and yaw, respectively, are shown in Figure 2.10. As expected, it can be observed that the yaw (heading) error is much larger (σ ≈ 4.51) than that of the inclination (roll/pitch) (σ ≈ 0.47, σ ≈ 0.51).

Joint position errors for measured heading noise for Trial 1

Figure 2.10: Orientational Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) errors of an Xsens motion tracker during a measurement of approximately 2 hours.

Figure 2.11: Mean (over all six subjects) joint position error obtained with ANN and NNS when the measured noise was applied to the heading orientation of the inputs. Here, A is the joint position errors obtained with the original input, whereas B is obtained with the measured heading errors applied to the original input.
Heading errors influence the measured orientation, however, its effects on the performance of learning algorithms remains unclear. Therefore, a white Euler rotation was applied to the measured sensor heading; the magnitude of this rotation was randomly drawn from the measured distribution (as shown in Figure 2.10). Note that, noise is overimposed only to testing data, since we do not want to corrupt the learned models. As our method uses a snapshot approach, a white signal is justified, since estimation errors are not a function of time. As expected, the joint position errors (averaged over all subjects) increase when noise is applied to the input (test B), as shown in Figure 2.11. Differences between tests A and B are in the range of 1 to 2 cm, whereas differences between both learning approaches are smaller than 1 centimeter.

Noise Sensitivity Analysis

In order to further investigate robustness of both learning approaches, a sensitivity analysis was performed on the errors in the heading direction. To that end, we assumed that the measured heading error could be approximated by a Gaussian distribution. Simulated heading errors (with varying standard deviations, shown on the x-axis) were applied to the measured heading orientations, for which the resulting mean joint position errors are presented in Figure 2.12.

![Joint position errors for different levels of noise for Trial 1](Image)

**Figure 2.12:** Mean (over all six subjects) joint position error obtained with ANN and NNS when a Gaussian white noise signal was applied to the heading orientation of the inputs. The magnitude of this rotation noise (standard deviation of the Gaussian white signal) is shown on the x-axis.

As expected, the mean joint position errors show an ascending trend for increasing levels of simulated noise. The $4^\circ$ simulated heading noise results are similar to those obtained with the actually measured heading errors, confirming the validity of the Gaussian assumption. At this noise level, the mean joint position error is 7 cm for NNS, while it is 8 cm for ANN. This difference is largely the result of the position error increase at the ankles, which is 17 cm for ANN, and 14 cm for NNS. This can be explained by the fact that ANN uses a trained model, which was not trained for data with noise and could therefore provide implausible poses as output. The
estimated pose using NNS is more likely to be plausible, as it is a weighted average of poses in the training dataset. Therefore, NNS shows slightly smaller errors for increasing levels of noise on input orientations.

### 2.3.5 Computational Performance

In the introduction, (dis)advantages of the computational performance (training/testing time and storage size) of lazy and eager learning approaches were mentioned. To provide more insight into this performance, these values were calculated for a training database of 124,214 poses and a testing database of 32,060 poses, of which results are shown in Table 2.4. In this example, the configuration of the ANN was two hidden layers with 250 neurons in the first layer and 100 neurons in the second layer. NNS exploited 500 neighbors in this implementation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Algorithm</th>
<th>Training Time (s)</th>
<th>Run Time (ms/sample)</th>
<th>Required Storage (MB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>525.9*</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>87.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.4: Computation times (for a training database $N = 124,214$) for both ANN and NNS using single-core computation on a Core i7 @ 2.5 GHz system with MATLAB R2016a. Training time is the total required time, run time is presented as an average per sample, and required storage is the total size (as MATLAB variables stored as double) of the trained neural network or the training database. \*ANN was trained using parallel (4 cores) computation on the same pc, as this computation can be performed offline.

As expected, a neural network estimates poses faster than NNS in the current implementation. The ANN results show potential for real-time estimation of full-body poses. An eager learning method, such as ANN, requires less storage space as the model is stored instead of the actual training data. As certain applications might require larger databases, the required storage might become an issue on a portable (embedded) system. Training time is less important if it is within reasonable boundaries, as training can be performed offline.

### 2.4 Conclusions

We have presented an in-depth performance analysis of ANN and NNS used for the estimation of full-body poses from orientations of a reduced set of IMUs (with magnetometers). The investigated approach showed a joint position error of approximately 8 cm and a joint angle error of approximately 7°. The obtained results did not show clear evidence of an algorithm outperforming the other (differences in joint position and angle errors were shown to be approximately 1 cm and 2°, respectively). Performance showed larger variations across different classes of activities, where smaller joint position/angle errors were obtained for gait, whereas ADL showed larger ones. Both algorithms have proved to be capable of generalizing over subjects. In a magnetic disturbed environment, NNS shows better performance (mean joint position error is 1 cm smaller) than ANN.

A choice for either algorithm would therefore depend on several factors, such as (but not limited to) computing power, real-time estimation, memory requirements, and/or magnetic disturbances. ANN is faster at run-time and requires less
memory, but training times can be long and performance is poorer when magnetic interferences are corrupting the input signals. NNS is flexible (no model creation), with better performance in magnetic environments, but memory requirements can be large, as well as computation times (especially for large databases).

2.5 Future Work

Jittering between consecutive poses has been observed (see, for instance, Figure 2.6 in Section 2.3.2) in the estimated pose outputs. In the approaches discussed in this work, this is most likely the consequence of not considering past poses in the estimation of the current poses. Other works have used priors in a Bayesian approach to ensure smoothness in the pose estimations \[36, 152, 120, 192\], which could be implemented in the current approach. An eager learning approach (such as a recurrent neural network) to predict a pose based on past poses could also be an interesting option. Additional information, such as biomechanical constraints, could be applied to improve pose estimation, as this would prevent implausible output poses, e.g., knee flexion angles cannot exceed 180°. Supplementary features, based for instance on sensor accelerations, might further improve current pose estimates.

Finally, specific target application requirements might help to focus the development of a reduced sensor motion capture system, because the resulting errors can be evaluated within its context. Possible applications could be in virtual reality, sports, and/or in health care. The current implementation outputs orientations/positions relative to the body. However, a specific application, such as virtual reality, might require global motion as an output. To that end, global position tracking could be implemented using the current sensors in combination with contact detection.
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2.7 Supplementary Material

A visualization of the motion capture dataset used in this work can be found at https://youtu.be/v0xpWYlZVh0:

A visualization of the results obtained from using either lazy or eager learning for estimating full-body poses using a minimal sensor set can be found at https://youtu.be/zeUGIcbl8mI:
Chapter THREE

Time Coherent Full-Body Poses Estimated Using Only Five Inertial Sensors: Deep versus Shallow Learning

Published as:
Abstract

Full-body motion capture typically requires sensors/markers to be placed on each rigid body segment, which results in long setup times and is obtrusive. The number of sensors/markers can be reduced using deep learning or offline methods. However, this requires large training datasets and/or sufficient computational resources. Therefore, we investigate the following research question: “What is the performance of a shallow approach, compared to a deep learning one, for estimating time coherent full-body poses using only five inertial sensors?” We propose to incorporate past/future inertial sensor information into a stacked input vector, which is fed to a shallow neural network for estimating full-body poses. Shallow and deep learning approaches are compared using the same input vector configurations. Additionally, the inclusion of acceleration input is evaluated. The results show that a shallow learning approach can estimate full-body poses with a similar accuracy (∼6 cm) to that of a deep learning approach (∼7 cm). However, the jerk errors are smaller using the deep learning approach, which can be the effect of explicit recurrent modeling. Furthermore, it is shown that the delay using a shallow learning approach (72 ms) is smaller than that of a deep learning approach (117 ms).

Keywords: Inertial Motion Capture; Machine Learning; Neural Networks; Deep Learning; LSTM; Time Coherence; Human Movement; Reduced Sensor Set; Pose Estimation.
3.1 Introduction

Capturing full-body human motion can be valuable for various applications, such as biomechanical analysis, virtual/augmented reality, and gaming. For example, the increased use of wearable motion caption systems is helping coaches/athletes to improve their training programs [2]. Patients can benefit from biomechanical analyses to monitor treatment effectiveness [8]. Motion capture also has the potential to estimate kinetic quantities for various activities [7, 97, 209]. Virtual/augmented reality can produce realistic training environments for patients by providing interaction with the virtual elements using motion capture (e.g., knee osteoarthritis [99] or phantom limb pain [44]). The success of Microsoft Kinect shows that motion capture can also be applied to (serious) gaming (e.g., for traumatic brain injury patients [38] and neurological rehabilitation [103]).

Full-body motion capture is currently done by using either body-worn sensors (e.g., inertial measurement units (IMUs) [170]) or external measurement equipment (e.g., cameras [146, 201]). These systems typically require users to wear sensors/markers on each (rigid) body segment, e.g., 17 sensors for Xsens MVN [214] and 37 markers for the Plug-In Gait protocol of Vicon [49, 201]. The (large) number of body-worn sensors/markers results in long setup times and can be obtrusive to the subjects.

Various studies have shown that using data-driven methods, a reduction in the number of sensors/markers for full-body motion capture is feasible by taking advantage of the inherent redundancy of human motion [165, 166, 195]. Chai and Hodgins have shown the potential of estimating full-body motion using only six retro-reflective markers, with a nearest neighbour search approach to map the low-dimensional marker input to full-body poses [36]. Note that poses are defined as the finite possible configurations of the body, i.e., a pose is a discrete sample of a motion sequence. However, their method, as most of the camera-based methods, is limited by the recording volume of the camera setup. To that end, Slyper and Hodgins used five body-worn accelerometers to estimate full-body motions in any environment, using a nearest neighbour approach as well [185]. The accelerometers were placed only on upper-body segments, which resulted in sub-optimal estimation performance of lower-body poses. This was further improved by Tautges et al. using a similar approach with four accelerometers placed on lower legs/arms [192]. These three methods include a cost function that weights estimated poses in the past and present, which resulted in time coherent (plausible) output poses, since physically impossible large segment accelerations were smoothed.

All these approaches share the same “lazy learning” philosophy [3], since they don’t learn a universal model to estimate full-body poses, but rather rely on a database of pre-recorded motion to look up at runtime. This approach is computationally demanding and often results in a delay between the performed motion and the estimated full-body pose. The significance of that delay depends on the application, e.g., virtual reality requires minimal delays as it can lead to motion sickness [75, 81], while providing feedback on gait analysis can be safely done with larger delays [99]. Opposed to lazy learning approaches, computation times can be reduced by using an eager learning approach (where a model is learnt and used at runtime), resulting in typically smaller delays. To that end, a shallow neural network was shown to estimate full-body poses from only five IMUs with comparable accuracy to lazy learning approaches [210]. However, estimated poses were not consistent over
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time, since time relations were not explicitly taken into account. A short-term movement prediction can accurately be made given characteristics of the dynamic system at hand \[213\]. This has been shown by Von Marcard et al. with their optimization framework that uses data of six IMUs to estimate accurate time coherent full-body motion \[202\]. However, this approach cannot be applied in real-time, since a long data sequence is required for optimal performance.

Time coherency and real-time are both requirements for various applications that use full-body motions. Deep learning has the potential to provide time coherent real-time full-body pose estimates as shown by the increasing use in estimating human motions from video. For example, Fragkiadaki et al. used long short-term memory (LSTM) units in their recurrent neural network (RNN) architecture to estimate full-body kinematics from color videos \[73\]. Additionally, three-dimensional convolutional networks have been shown to be an effective network architecture for human activity recognition from videos \[194\]. Furthermore, optical motion capture can be complemented by inertial sensors and an LSTM architecture to improve visual tracking in the case of occlusions \[148\]. However, only bidirectional LSTM (bi-LSTM) units (to exploit information from both past and future) have been shown to accurately estimate full-body motion using the data of 6 IMUs. In this manner, time coherent (semi-)real-time output poses were achieved using an on-body measurement system. This approach was shown to result in the best performance by providing sequences that include past, current, and future frames as input; hence, output was delayed depending on the number of future frames required. However, such a deep learning architecture requires sufficient computational resources and a large dataset for training/evaluating.

In summary, estimating (real-time) full-body human motions from a minimal sensor setup can be achieved with good accuracy using offline methods (when a large motion sequence is available) or using deep learning at the expense of large datasets and computational resources. Our hypothesis is that similar results can be achieved by using a shallow learning approach. This resulted in the following research question: “What is the performance of a shallow approach, compared to a deep learning one, for estimating time coherent full-body poses using only five inertial sensors?” For the shallow learning approach, we propose a stacked input neural network (SINN) approach that requires smaller datasets and less computing power, which can result in suitability for real-time applications. This approach was based on earlier work of the authors \[210\], which showed good performance, but estimation of full-body pose at any given time only considered inputs at that instance, but not in the past. It therefore did not consider the inherent dynamics of the body that relate poses over time. In the current work, we developed a novel way of considering time dependencies in a shallow artificial neural network (ANN), namely, by moving complexity out of the (deep) network into a stacked input vector, which contains past and future information. The SINN approach was compared to a deep learning approach (with recurrent units) based on \[88\] (the current state-of-the-art for estimating full-body poses from a minimal set of inertial sensors ), which is referred to as a recurrent neural network (RNN) for simplicity. It was chosen to use inertial sensors as input, since this allows for a wearable motion capture solution that does not require external infrastructure. Furthermore, it has been shown that differences in joint angles between optical and inertial motion capture are small \[67, 188, 208\]. To understand the performance of both the SINN and
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3.2.1 Movement Dataset

The dataset contains a wide variety of movements performed by six subjects, as described in Table 3.1. Approximately 25 minutes of motion capture data was collected for each subject. Xsens MVN (Xsens Technologies B.V., Enschede, the Netherlands) was used for recording the subject’s movements with 17 IMUs placed on (rigid) body segments at 240 Hz. Subjects performed a calibration pose to determine the sensor orientation with respect to the body, such that the biomechanical model of MVN Studio 4.2.1 (Xsens Technologies B.V., Enschede, the Netherlands) provides orientation of 23 body segments. The sampling frequency of 240 Hz resulted in nearly identical adjacent (in time) poses, and for most body parts, significant motion information lies well below 240 Hz. Therefore, the data were down-sampled by a factor of four (to 60 Hz), resulting in a dataset of approximately half million poses.

Table 3.1: A description of trials in the experimental protocol (each trial was performed three times by all six subjects). ADL = Activity of daily living, L = left and R = right

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial</th>
<th>Short Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gait</td>
<td>Walk 10 m, walk 10 m, jog 10 m and sprint 10 m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Walk with a glass of water (dominant hand, non-dominant hand and in both hands)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Walk 10 m, walk slowly 10 m, walk backwards 10 m, side-step six steps (L/R).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport</td>
<td>Lunges L/R (4×), squats (4×), jumping jacks (4×).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two-legged jumps (4×), hops L/R (4×), run and jump L/R (2×), jump up (4×).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sit-ups (5×) and side side-ups L/R (3×).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kick a ball against the wall L/R (3×).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Throwing a ball against the wall L/R (3×).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crawling six steps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADL</td>
<td>Take a magazine, put it on the table, get seated, read a magazine, stand up and put it away.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Take a tray with cups, walk with the tray, put it on the floor, stand up, pick it up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Take a glass, fill it with water and drink it in a chair.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Put on a coat and take it off.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comb hair, scratch back, touch toes, rotate arms around shoulder back- and forward.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kneel down and tie shoelaces (L/R).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ascend and descend stairs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.2 Input Features

The recorded movement database contains orientations of 23 segments. Based on previous work in estimating full-body poses from a minimal body-worn sensor set [88, 192, 202, 209, 210], it was chosen to use the orientation of one segment for each limb as input features. Consistent with these works, the lower legs/arms and pelvis were selected as input segments (as highlighted in Figure 3.1), because they were positioned towards the ends of extremities. Orientation of these segments as
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provided by Xsens MVN was used as input, while the remaining segment orientations were used for the corresponding output. The main reason for reducing the dimensionality is to take advantage of the fact that human body poses are extremely redundant if global body orientation is considered \cite{165, 166, 195}. However, if orientations are expressed with respect to the body (e.g., pelvis), this dimensionality is further decreased. In this manner, the input/output space is reduced by relating all input/output orientations to the pelvis orientation (marked by the blue circle in Figure 3.1). The choice of the pelvis as a reference segment is motivated by its central location with respect to the different limbs.

![Figure 3.1: A sequence of inputs (lower arm (orange circle) /leg (green circle) orientations relative to the pelvis (blue circle) is used to estimate a single output pose (at time $t_i$). Size of the input sequence can vary by the number of past ($P$) and future ($F$) poses that are taken into account and the distance in time ($\Delta t$) between the different inputs. Here, $j_p$ and $j_f$ are used as counters for the past/future poses in time, which have a maximum value of $P$ and $F$ (in this example, $P = 2$ and $F = 2$), respectively. In other words, $j_p = \{1, ..., P\}$ and $j_f = \{1, ..., F\}$, and $\Delta t$ is defined as $I/f_s$ with $I$ as the sample interval and $f_s$ as the sampling frequency.

It was chosen to train independent SINN and RNN to estimate upper- and lower-body poses using orientations (and accelerations) of two body segments. This was based on the limited dataset and difficulties with learning such complex relations for a shallow network, which was successfully applied in a previous work of the authors \cite{210}. In other words, the lower arm orientations (relative to the pelvis, marked by the orange circles in Figure 3.1) are provided to a trained network to estimate the upper-body segment orientations (12 segments), and the lower leg orientations (relative to the pelvis, marked by the green circles in Figure 3.1) are input to a second trained network to estimate the lower-body segment orientations (6 segments).

Quaternions were used to represent orientations in the dataset (directly obtained from Xsens MVN), since this representation was shown to be fitting for training an ANN to map a reduced set of sensors to a full-body pose, after normalizing the output to obtain proper unit quaternions \cite{89, 210}. Furthermore, in this manner, the input dimensions are smaller compared to rotation matrices, and they do not suffer from gimbal lock issues.

The IMUs measure 3D acceleration and angular velocity, of which the acceleration can be used as additional input to the network, since it provides information...
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about the linear movement and segment inclination, which could therefore result in better time coherency between output poses. This hypothesis was tested by training additional SINN and RNN (including acceleration features) and evaluating differences in performance compared to using no acceleration features. Accelerations are measured in the sensor frame, i.e., to compare different sensor accelerations, a transformation is required, as shown in Figure 3.2. The first step is rotating individual sensor accelerations to a common global frame, which is achieved using the orientation of those sensors (which are expressed in an identical global reference frame). The pelvis acceleration is then subtracted from the lower legs/arms such that a relative acceleration is obtained, which also removes the gravitational acceleration from the resulting relative measure. Rotating that outcome to the pelvis orientation results in acceleration features that are relative to the reference segment and are not affected by the orientation of the body w.r.t. the world.

![Figure 3.2: Processing of the measured sensor accelerations to be suitable input to the recurrent neural network (RNN) and stacked input neural network (SINN).]

3.2.3 Stacked Inputs

The SINN was trained to map a sequence of inputs to one single full-body pose (i.e., input  \( x = [t_i - P \cdot \Delta t \quad t_i - j_P \cdot \Delta t \quad t_i + j_F \cdot \Delta t \quad t_i + F \cdot \Delta t] \) ), as depicted in Figure 3.1. \( \Delta t \) is the time between different poses, which is defined as \( \Delta t = I/f_s \), where \( I \) defines sample interval and \( f_s \) the sample frequency (60 Hz). \( j_P \) is a counter for the past poses \( (P) \), while \( j_F \) is a counter for the future \( (F) \) poses that are taken into account. Additionally, acceleration features can be appended to this input matrix if required.

By doing this, we want to prove that the proposed SINN is able to ”learn” time coherency even when past and future sensor data are stacked into the same input vector. This approach allows for various options for the number of poses over time that are considered \( (SIL = P + 1 + F, \) stacked input length) and the sample interval \( (I) \) between those adjacent poses. The optimal configuration depends on the requirements of the application, e.g., real-time applications, required accuracy and movement types. Figure 3.1 shows an example of a gait sequence using \( P = 2, F = 2 \) and \( I = 8 \) (with \( \Delta t = 1/60 \) s); therefore the length of the shown sequence is 5 samples that span approximately 0.55 seconds.

3.2.4 Network Architecture

Figure 3.3 depicts the network architectures for the deep (RNN) and shallow (SINN) learning approaches. The implemented RNN was inspired by the work of Huang et al. using bi-LSTM layers \[83, 88, 172\]. The network architecture of the RNN allows for recurrency and hence no input stacking is required. However, due to the bidirectional units in the networks, better qualitative and quantitative results can be obtained.
by processing a sequence of inputs (which is implemented as a sliding window) [88]. Therefore, both the RNN and SINN will be trained/evaluated using identical input sequences (in both length and configuration) obtained from our collected dataset. The difference is that the RNN gets a matrix of size $(8,\text{SIL})$ as input, while this is stacked to $(8\cdot\text{SIL},1)$ for the SINN.

**Figure 3.3:** The implemented network architectures for the deep (RNN) and shallow (SINN) learning approaches. Different networks were trained for estimating upper/lower-body poses, which resulted in 8 inputs (2 segment orientations, represented by quaternions, relative to the pelvis) times SIL (stacked input length) poses for both SINN and RNN. Furthermore, a different number of outputs was obtained from the separate networks, namely, 24 for the lower body and 48 for the upper body. Input to the SINN is stacked with adjacent poses from past (P), current ($t_i$) and future (F) time samples, resulting in a total of $L$ samples that are taken into account. The same sequence can be provided as an input matrix to the RNN, which produces a sequence as output (and the relevant pose can be used). The different types of hidden layers are shown by the various colors with the corresponding number of neurons shown in brackets.

MATLAB R2018b (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) was used to implement both the SINN and RNN approaches. The following training parameters for the bi-LSTM network were the same as in [88], namely, using an Adam optimizer [102], identical learning rates and dropout [88]. The number of neurons per layer and number of hidden layers was chosen based on a previous work of the authors and was validated by comparing various network sizes. The number of hidden layers for the RNN approach was based on the work of Huang et al. [88]. Separate RNNs were trained for the upper- and lower-body movements due to the limited dataset and to provide a fair comparison with the proposed shallow approach (SINN).

Both the RNN and SINN were trained using a subject-wise six-fold cross-evaluation (5 subjects for training and 1 for evaluating). This evaluation approach provides information about the generalization performance of the trained networks over the subjects, as different subjects are in the training/test set for each evaluation [22, 104].
3.3. Results

In this section, we explore the impact of different time window configurations on the SINN/RNN performance (Section 3.3.1). Furthermore, the addition of accelerometer data in the input is investigated (Section 3.3.2) and the computational cost of both approaches is compared (Section 3.3.3). Additionally, videos of the obtained output have been included as supplementary material.

3.3.1 Time Window Configurations

The considered dataset consists of three activity types, namely, gait, sports and ADL. The dynamics of different activities can vary substantially, which could result in variation of the optimal time windows (length, configuration and spacing). To that end, mean (over six subjects) joint position and jerk errors are presented for a representative trial within each of those activity classes.

Figure 3.4A shows the mean joint position errors for a gait trial, namely, for trial 1 as described in Table 3.1. With increasing distance (I) between included samples, the mean joint position error shows an increase for all different SIL with the RNN...
approach. This trend can also be seen for the SNN approach; however, the absolute error increase is smaller. Furthermore, the standard deviation of all mean joint position errors (for both approaches) is of similar small size (≈0.01 m), indicating good generalization over different subjects. The impact of using information from past or future (stacked input configuration) is shown to be minimal, while the SIL (number of samples) has a larger effect.

![Figure 3.4](image_url)

**Figure 3.4:** Bar plots of the full-body mean (of 6 subjects) joint position (A) and jerk (B) error for the shallow (SNN, left bars for each configuration) and deep (RNN, right bars for each configuration) learning approaches during a gait trial (1 in Table 3.1), standard deviation over the various subjects is displayed by whiskers. The different time windows are presented on the x-axis, where the number of past (P) and future (F) poses are shown. The interval (I) between input poses are marked by the different colors, where the number of samples between input poses is shown. For comparison, the mean joint position error (A) for using only the current pose as input (SNN approach) is 0.07 (±0.01) m. For comparison, the baseline using only the current pose as input) mean joint position (A) and jerk (B) errors are shown as the dark blue bars on the left.
3.3. Results

Figure 3.4B shows the mean (and standard deviation) joint jerk errors for the different time window configurations of trial 1, as described in Table 3.1. The RNN shows smaller jerk errors than the SINN approach, which was to be expected since the RNN explicitly takes into account time coherency of the different poses in the input sequence. Furthermore, for increasing intervals \(I\), smaller joint jerk errors can be seen in the SINN approach, while this effect is only shown for the larger SIL (of 5/9 samples) of the RNN approach. Compared to using only a single pose as input to the SINN, a decrease in joint jerk error is observed when the SIL is larger (i.e., more time information is taken into account). Furthermore, the stacked input configuration has a smaller effect on performance than the SIL, similar to what was observed for the joint position errors.

Overall increase in joint position errors for sports activities compared to gait is observed for both approaches (SINN: median(gait) = 0.069 m and median(sports) = 0.079 m; RNN: median(gait) = 0.076 m and median(sports) = 0.089 m) in a more dynamic activity, as can be seen for trial 5 in Figure 3.5A, which includes sport related tasks (as described in Table 3.1). For the SINN approach, the interval \(I\) shows a smaller effect on the joint position error than for the RNN approach. A decrease in the joint position errors for both approaches can be seen when more information is taken into account (larger SIL).

As was to be expected for a more dynamic trial, the joint jerk error is larger for sports activities than for a gait trial (SINN: median(gait) = 1609 m/s\(^3\) and median(sports) = 2309 m/s\(^3\); RNN: median(gait) = 1056 m/s\(^3\) and median(sports) = 1515 m/s\(^3\)), shown in Figure 3.5B. Similar to the gait trial, a decrease in joint jerk error is observed for large \(I\); however, this effect decreases for larger SILs. Furthermore, both approaches show minimal differences in performance for various stacked input configurations \((P/F)\) with a fixed SIL.

Figure 3.6A,B shows, respectively, the joint position and jerk errors during an ADL (as described in Table 3.1). Similar to the previous two activities, an error decrease is observed for larger SIL, but no large differences for the various configurations \((P/F)\) are observed in this activity either. A decrease in performance is shown for larger \(I\) but is not consistent between both approaches.

Even though the dynamics are different between the three activities, it can be seen that small \(I\) results in a joint position error increase (shown in Figures 3.4A, 3.5A, and 3.6A), as the similarity between those poses is too high, and therefore, the individual poses contain minimal additional information, while large \(I\) results in an increase of the joint jerk errors (shown in Figures 3.4B, 3.5B, and 3.6B), since dependency between poses decreases at larger time intervals. In other words, there is an optimal interval \(I\), which depends on the specific dynamic nature of the activity. This optimum can therefore be found around \(I = 2\) and \(I = 4\), since this results in smaller joint position and jerk errors on average over the various subjects and activities.

Configuration of the input vector (past/future) shows smaller effects on the joint position/jerk errors than the SIL. This effectively means that a longer sequence of inputs is more beneficial than changing the configuration of those inputs, e.g., including future information at the expense of past information. However, a marginal error decrease was observed when future information was included. Hence, for real-time applications a larger SIL can be sufficient, while for applications that require higher accuracy, it can be valuable to include future information.
For sake of simplicity, in the remainder of the paper, we will use $I = 2$, $P = 2$ and $F = 2$ as this configuration resulted in an acceptable trade-off of accuracy and possibilities for real-time applications.

![Figure 3.5: Bar plots of the full-body mean (of 6 subjects) joint position (A) and jerk (B) error for the shallow (SINN, left bars for each configuration) and deep (RNN, right bars for each configuration) learning approaches during an ADL trial (5 in Table 3.1), standard deviation over the various subjects is displayed by whiskers. The different time windows are presented on the $x$-axis, where the number of past ($P$) and future ($F$) poses are shown. The interval ($I$) between input poses are marked by the different colors, where the number of samples between input poses is shown. For comparison, the mean joint position error (A) for using only the current pose as input (SINN approach) is 0.08 (±0.01) m. For comparison, the mean joint jerk error (B) for using only the current pose as input (SINN approach) is 1.8 (±0.5) ×10³ m/s³.]}
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Figure 3.6: Bar plots of the full-body mean (of 6 subjects) joint position (A) and jerk (B) error for the shallow (SINN, left bars for each configuration) and deep (RNN, right bars for each configuration) learning approaches during a sports trial (10 in Table 3.1), standard deviation over the various subjects is displayed by whiskers. The different time windows are presented on the x-axis, where the number of past (P) and future (F) poses are shown. The interval (I) between input poses are marked by the different colors, where the number of samples between input poses is shown. For comparison, the baseline (LA) for using only the current pose as input mean joint position (A) and jerk (B) errors are shown as the dark blue bars on the left.
3.3.2 Including Sensor Acceleration Features

Figure 3.7: Bar plots of the mean (of 6 subjects) joint position and jerk error for the shallow (SINN) and deep (RNN) learning approaches (left and right, respectively) using orientation features (O in black) and including accelerations (O + A in white). Three different types of activities are shown namely: gait (A), sports (B) and ADL (C). Standard deviation over the various subjects is displayed by black whiskers. These results were obtained using the following parameters: I = 2, H = 2 and F = 2.

Figure 3.7 shows the mean joint position/jerk errors for three different activities, namely, gait, sports and ADL, using orientation features (as shown in Section 3.3.1) and including accelerations. The gait and sport trials show a decrease in joint position error for both the SINN and RNN approaches when acceleration features are included compared to only orientation features. This is not the case for the ADL trial, which could possibly be the result of decreased dynamics in ADL tasks, hence
acceleration information could provide less additional knowledge. The joint jerk
eerrors are smaller when acceleration features are included for the SINN approach.
This is only observed for the sports trial in the RNN approach. This indicates that
including acceleration features improves full-body pose estimation, but it can be at
the expense of smoothness of the output.

### 3.3.3 Delay Assessment

A delay is already introduced by using future sensor information as input to both
the SINN and RNN approaches. The chosen input sequence configuration (2 future
poses) results in a delay of 67 ms using MATLAB R2018b (MathWorks, Inc., Nat-
wick, MA, USA). In Table 3.2, the training and calculation times are presented. It
should be noted that these results are obtained from training/evaluating a SINN
and RNN for both the upper and lower body, which requires double the amount
of training time, but could be performed in parallel. It can be seen that a shallow
network, as expected, is faster to train and evaluate. However, the RNN approach
does not require a new training cycle when experimenting with the input sequence
configuration, e.g., when more past/future frames should be taken into account.

### 3.4 Discussion

In this work, we have shown that using either a shallow (SINN) or deep (RNN)
learning approach for estimating full-body poses using only five IMUs placed on the
lower legs/arms and the pelvis results in similarly accurate outcomes.

A limitation of this work is that input to both learning approaches was the
segment orientation from Xsens MVN, i.e., the calibrated sensor to segment pose
data were based on the full-body approach [170]. This full-body approach benefits
from assumptions based on dynamics of a human body, which is not the case for
a single sensor. However, the orientation accuracy of an IMU is within 0.5 degrees
[119]. Furthermore, an application with only five inertial sensors would require a
sensor to segment calibration, such as the static neutral pose proposed by Huang
et al [88]. A misalignment of the sensors with respect to the calibration pose could
decrease the accuracy of the estimated full-body poses; however, it has been shown
that sensor noise has a minimal impact on the performance of such a trained neural
network [210]. The SINN/RNN approaches could also be trained to handle inputs
with noise, such as was done for optical pose estimation [180].

The input and reference data consisted of inertial motion capture data. In this
manner, no external infrastructure is required for data collection. The accuracy
of inertial motion capture is comparable to that of optical systems when looking at joint angles [67, 188, 208]. However, the use of optical motion capture data provides interesting opportunities for enlarging the training dataset, since such data are publicly available [33, 122, 129]. Our proposed SINN approach could benefit from such datasets if they were recorded with sufficient optical markers, since it requires three-dimensional orientations as input/output. The relatively small dataset used in this work allowed for a fair comparison with the previous work of the authors [210] and demonstrated that a shallow approach trained on such a dataset can estimate full-body poses with good accuracy. It should be noted that a shallow network requires significantly fewer parameters to be trained (the SINN approach has approximately 25 times fewer trained parameters compared to the RNN approach), which impacts the minimal required training dataset size.

It was chosen to use $I = 2$, $P = 2$ and $F = 2$ as an input configuration to evaluate the addition of acceleration features, due to it being an acceptable trade-off between accuracy and delay. However, this choice largely depends on the application and dataset as differences were also observed for the various activities. Variations in the optimal settings for the various activities could be the effect of differences in the involved dynamics. However, more insight in this relation is required, which could reduce the search for optimal settings for specific applications. Therefore, this setting is not a final recommendation, but the presented results can provide a direction for specific applications.

The gait trial was estimated with the smallest position error, which was to be expected due to the repetitive and cyclic nature of the activity. The largest errors can be found in the activities that are less cyclical, such as ADL. A trend observed for all activities is that the position error decreases when more information was used as input (SIL). This effect was larger than changing the input vector configuration (number of poses from past/future). However, including information about the future resulted in a decrease of joint jerk errors, i.e., more smooth outcomes. This was to be expected, since interpolating is a less error-prone task than extrapolating [84]. Joint jerk errors were further improved by including acceleration information as input to both the RNN and SINN approaches, as can be seen from the improved joint position errors for all trials.

These observations of use of a RNN approach for estimating full-body movements using a minimal sensor set are consistent with the findings presented in [88]. Since a different dataset for training/testing was used in their work, which could indicate that these effects are not dataset-dependent. Joint position accuracy reported by Huang et al. was 6.49 cm on average (for their RNN approach) compared to the 7.33 cm (mean of Figure 3.7) reported in this work. A larger joint position error can be the result of a smaller dataset and/or of training SINN/RNN for the upper/lower body separately. The mean joint position error for the proposed SINN approach is 6.23 cm. This error is smaller than both the reported error of the RNN approach in this work and that of Huang et al. However, these differences are small in magnitude, namely, approximately 1 cm. This indicates that the proposed SINN approach can provide an alternative for estimating full-body poses using only five IMUs for the RNN approach, requiring less computation power and training data.

Large jumps in outcome poses that were observed using a snapshot approach [210] have been reduced by using a stacked input vector, as can also be seen from the supplementary material. Furthermore, the mean joint position error is approxi-
mately 2 cm smaller than the one reported in [210]. In addition, the joint position error of individual joints showed a similar distribution to that observed in previous work. This was to be expected due to the kinematic chain that is evaluated, which effectively accumulates joint position errors from the proximal joints to the more distal joints. Joint jerk errors improved compared to previous work, which indicates that time coherency between outcome poses can be improved by stacking poses in the input vector. However, RNN results show smaller joint jerk errors than the SINN results, which shows that more time coherent outcomes can be obtained by explicit recurrent modeling.

The combined delay from the chosen configuration and reported computation time is 72 ms for the SINN approach and 117 ms for the RNN approach using a MATLAB implementation. These reported computation times are only indicative, since shorter delays are expected for a C++/firmware implementation. The SINN approach can be used to estimate full-body poses within acceptable delay boundaries (20–100 ms, according to [91]); however, the delay is close to the upper boundary. This can be improved by using less future information at the expense of accuracy. The RNN approach delay can be improved in a similar fashion or by using higher computational power. Alternatively, cloud computing could provide a more powerful computing environment without requiring such powerful equipment on site [124]. However, feasibility of such a solution for real-time pose estimation largely depends on the available internet speed.

Results presented in this work allow for decreasing the number of sensors/markers in full-body motion capture. While this approach is not tailored to any specific application, it was shown that cyclical and repetitive motions are estimated with the highest accuracy. Therefore, this approach has the largest potential to be applied to activities with these characteristics, e.g., biomechanical analysis of running [209], providing biofeedback to patients [99] or industry applications [66]. However, applications with less cyclical/repetitive motions may require more fine-tuning effort to reach the required level of accuracy.

3.4.1 Future Work

The results in this work were obtained by training a shallow/deep learning approach on a relatively small dataset. The effect of dataset size on performance of the proposed approaches remain unclear, and would require further analysis. The increased number of publicly available datasets [33, 122, 129] could provide opportunities for such an analysis.

The results in this work were based on inputs from the full-body motion capture output of Xsens MVN, while using orientations of five single IMUs directly might result in a decreased performance for estimating full-body poses. Therefore, additional research is required to evaluate the use of orientation and acceleration input of five single IMUs.

Performance of the proposed approaches varies with dynamics of the evaluated activities. A concept that could potentially improve this effect is to apply an adaptive time window based on the acceleration data, e.g., longer input sequences for low dynamic activities and the opposite for high dynamic activities. This concept can be applied to the RNN approach directly, while the SINN approach would require various trained networks (with different settings), which can then be chosen to use
at run-time depending on the dynamics of the activity.

The current analysis was performed using MATLAB; for development of a specific application, it should be preferred to use a different programming environment, such as Python or C++. This would likely also result in improved evaluation delays; however, the presented delay results can provide a benchmark.

3.5 Conclusions

The goal of this work was to evaluate the performance of estimating full-body poses using only five IMUs with a shallow (SINN) compared to a deep (RNN) learning approach. It has been shown that similar joint position accuracy (SINN ≈ 6 cm and RNN ≈ 7 cm) was achieved for both approaches with the considered dataset. However, the RNN approach results in smaller joint jerk errors, which is possibly the result of the explicit recurrency of the network. Furthermore, the SINN approach estimates poses with smaller delays, which allows for real-time applications. However, a SINN approach provides no flexibility to change the size and configuration of the stacked input vector at run-time. Therefore, choosing either approach would depend on several factors, namely, available computing power, dataset size, and/or real-time requirements.

3.6 Supplementary Material

A visualization of the results obtained from using either deep or shallow learning for estimating full-body poses using a minimal sensor set can be found at https://youtu.be/XFXQWgFfpXo
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Abstract

Analysis of running mechanics has traditionally been limited to a gait laboratory using either force plates or an instrumented treadmill in combination with a full-body optical motion capture system. With the introduction of inertial motion capture systems, it becomes possible to measure kinematics in any environment. However, kinetic information could not be provided with such technology. Furthermore, numerous body-worn sensors are required for a full-body motion analysis. The aim of this study is to examine the validity of a method to estimate sagittal knee joint angles and vertical ground reaction forces during running using an ambulatory minimal body-worn sensor setup. Two concatenated artificial neural networks were trained (using data from 8 healthy subjects) to estimate the kinematics and kinetics of the runners. The first artificial neural network maps the information (orientation and acceleration) of three inertial sensors (placed at the lower legs and pelvis) to lower-body joint angles. The estimated joint angles in combination with measured vertical accelerations are input to a second artificial neural network that estimates vertical ground reaction forces. To validate our approach, estimated joint angles were compared to both inertial and optical references, while kinetic output was compared to measured vertical ground reaction forces from an instrumented treadmill. Performance was evaluated using two scenarios: training and evaluating on a single subject and training on multiple subjects and evaluating on a different subject. The estimated kinematics and kinetics of most subjects show excellent agreement ($\rho > 0.99$) with the reference, for single subject training. Knee flexion/extension angles are estimated with a mean RMSE less than 5 degrees. Ground reaction forces are estimated with a mean RMSE less than 0.27 BW. Additionally, peak vertical ground reaction force, loading rate and maximal knee flexion during stance were compared, however, no significant differences were found. With multiple subject training the accuracy of estimating discrete and continuous outcomes decreases, however, good agreement ($\rho > 0.9$) is still achieved for seven of the eight different evaluated subjects. The performance of multiple subject learning depends on the diversity in the training dataset, as differences in accuracy were found for the different evaluated subjects.

Keywords: Machine Learning; Artificial Neural Networks; Reduced Sensor Set; Inertial Motion Capture; Running; Kinetics.
4.1 Introduction

Running is a very popular form of physical activity, that is often accompanied with a high occurrence of lower extremity injuries (incidence rate varies between 19.4 and 79.3 % [198]). It is assumed that there is a correlation between the development of these injuries and a runner’s technique [76]. Additionally, improvements in running technique could lead to improved running performance [72, 112, 191]. Identifying the parameters in running technique that might be associated with injury development and/or running performance improvement requires a biomechanical analysis. This has traditionally been performed inside a gait laboratory using a three-dimensional optical motion capture system and force plates [136]. The most relevant kinematic and kinetic parameters analyzed are: joint angles [54, 63] and ground reaction forces [34], as these are important determinants of running technique [76]. Discrete kinetic parameters that are related to running injuries and/or performance are: loading rate and peak vertical ground reaction forces [171, 76, 46], whereas maximal knee flexion during stance is a relevant discrete kinematic parameter [63]. However, a lab setting is not identical to the regular running environment and may therefore result in different kinematics and kinetics [182]. Previous studies have confirmed this, showing significant differences between running on a treadmill and outdoors [135]. Furthermore, dissimilarities in running kinematics can also occur as a result of force plate targeting in overground lab running [37]. Therefore, a system capable of measuring relevant parameters outside of a laboratory may address these shortcomings.

Kinematic analysis can be performed in an ambulatory setting using inertial measurement units (IMUs) (see, for instance, [161]). [149] have used IMUs to measure the effects of fatigue on running mechanics during an actual marathon. However, this approach requires one sensor to be attached on each main body segment along a continuous ‘kinematic chain’, and therefore results in a large number of sensors and extensive subject preparation. Data driven approaches were shown to have potential for reducing the number of sensors in motion capture. [192] proposed a method for full-body motion capture by using a limited number of accelerometers; however, their nearest neighbor approach requires a database of prerecorded movements to be available at run-time. [210] showed comparable performance with a reduced sensor setup using an artificial neural network (ANN), trained to map five orientations to a full-body pose. ANNs have the advantage to create a ‘model’ for mapping certain inputs to outputs based on the dataset used for training [4]. Running applications using a minimal inertial sensor set have mainly focused on temporal outcomes, such as the use of gyroscopes on the feet to estimate temporal running parameters [125]. [15, 16] showed that with foot-mounted IMUs this can be extended to estimate spatio-temporal running parameters.

Ground reaction forces are also relevant outcome parameters for running analysis (e.g., [31, 34, 43, 136, 155]), since abnormal peak and/or loading rate values can lead to impact and overuse injuries, when the stress/frequency combination is above the runner’s threshold [85, 127]. However, none of the aforementioned approaches provided users with kinetic information. Efforts to move kinetic analyses out of the laboratory setting have proven to be effective for trunk bending [65], gait [97], dance [176] and running [140]. However, aforementioned approaches require full-body kinematic information. The peak vertical ground reaction forces (vGRF) estimation approach of [39] relied only on tibial accelerations, but was not suitable
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for estimation of kinetics during the whole stance phase. An approach relying only on trunk accelerations was not sufficient for vGRF estimation using a mass-spring-damper model [132].

To the best of our knowledge, there is no system that can provide runners with insights in both their kinematics and kinetics in an outdoor setting. The aim of this study is to assess the validity of a method to estimate knee joint angles and vertical ground reaction forces during running using an ambulatory minimal body-worn sensor setup. An ANN is trained to estimate joint angles based on lower leg orientations relative to the pelvis, similar to the approach presented in previous work [210]. Corresponding performance is evaluated using both inertial and optical full-body motion capture data. The estimated joint angles in combination with sensor accelerations can be fed into a second ANN which estimates (vertical) ground reaction forces. The proposed method was evaluated using continuous outcomes (vGRF and knee angle profiles) and discrete outcomes (peak vGRF, loading rate and maximal knee flexion during stance). The findings of this study could have potential for future applications in prevention of running injuries and improvement of running performance.

4.2 Materials and Methods

4.2.1 Measurement Protocol

Eight healthy experienced runners (8 males; age: 25.1 ± 5.2 years; height: 183.7 ± 4.5 cm; weight: 77.7 ± 9.4 kg; body mass index: 23.0 ± 2.5 kg/m²) voluntarily participated in this research. The runners were recruited from a local track & field club and all reported no recent injuries. Subjects were instructed to run at 3 different speeds (10, 12 and 14 km/h, in this order) for 3 minutes each on an instrumented treadmill, located at the gait laboratory of the Roessingh Research and Development (Enschede, the Netherlands). A warm-up session at a self-selected running speed (of approximately 3 minutes) was performed by all subjects preceding the measurements. The ethics committee of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Mathematics and Computer Science at the University of Twente approved this protocol and all subjects provided written informed consent prior to the measurements.

4.2.2 Measurement Setup

Reference kinematics were recorded with an optical motion capture system using the Plug-in Gait protocol (Nexus 1.8.5, Vicon, Oxford, UK), with 41 retro-reflective markers placed directly on the runners’ skin, as shown in Figure 4.1. The position of these markers was captured (at 100 Hz) by six high-speed infrared cameras (MX-13, Vicon, Oxford, UK) placed around the treadmill. Any object that could block the camera view or produce undesired reflections was removed from the measurement environment. Additionally, kinematics were synchronously captured using the Xsens MVN Link inertial motion capture system (Xsens, Enschede, the Netherlands), consisting of 17 IMUs placed at both shoulders, upper arms, lower arms, hands, upper legs, lower legs, feet, head, sternum, and pelvis [161]. The required
full-body Lycra suit (for IMU placement) was modified with holes to reduce motion artifacts of the retro-reflective markers, which are placed directly on the subject’s skin. Full-body kinematics were exported using the accompanying software (MVN studio 4.3.7, Xsens, Enschede, the Netherlands) at a selected sampling frequency of 240 Hz. Subjects ran on a S-Mill instrumented treadmill (ForceLink, Culemborg, the Netherlands), with a running area of 250 x 100 cm, which can be seen in Figure 4.1. The treadmill was equipped with a 1-dimensional force plate, able to measure reference vGRF at 1000 Hz. Data of the different systems were synchronized using an analog synchronization signal.

Figure 4.1: The measurement setup, (A) shows a front and back view of the sensor and retro-reflective marker placement (B) shows the measurement setup (only 2 cameras are visible in this angle). Subjects wore a Lycra suit to hold the IMUs in place, which was customized with holes to accommodate the placement of retro-reflective markers on the subject’s skin. In this manner it was possible to measure kinematics simultaneously using both an inertial and optical motion capture system. The retro-reflective markers were placed according to the Plug-in Gait protocol. To ensure retro-reflective marker placement during the whole measurements, tapes were placed around these markers. *Note that written informed consent was provided for use of these images.*

### 4.2.3 Data Processing

The different trials were cropped to contain only kinematic and kinetic data of running at a steady speed, i.e., starting and stopping of the treadmill was disregarded. Optical kinematic data was processed using Plug-in Gait [49, 94]. The optical and inertial motion data did not require coordinate systems alignment as the outcome measures were expressed in the joint frame, according to ISB conventions [211]. The vGRFs were low-pass filtered at 20 Hz using a zero-phase 6th order Butterworth filter, to remove noise artifacts such as vibrations of the treadmill [184], while neither the optical nor inertial motion capture data were filtered. Beside the temporal alignment (achieved with an analog synchronization signal), the data were resampled at 120 Hz using linear interpolation (for the optical data) and downsampling (for the inertial and vGRF data), such that all synchronized data can be used in the proposed machine learning approach. This data resampling does not significantly influence the measured kinematics and kinetics, as was also concluded by [140]. For
analysis, the kinematic and kinetic data were segmented in stance phases using a 20 N threshold [128]. All data processing and statistical analyses was done in MATLAB R2017a (Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA).

4.2.4 Learning Approach

![Diagram of learning approach]

**Figure 4.2**: The IMU in the top left represents the sensors strapped to the lower legs and pelvis. Information from these sensors is used by two concatenated Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) to estimate kinematics and kinetics. ANN1 maps the relative orientations of the lower legs (with respect to the pelvis) to lower body joint angles (hip, knee and ankle). ANN2 is trained to map the estimated kinematics in combination with the vertical (after transformation to the global frame) sensor accelerations to the reference ground reaction forces.

The proposed learning approach relies on data from 3 body-worn sensors (placed at the pelvis and lower legs), which are fed to a concatenation of two ANNs, as schematically represented in Figure 4.2. The first artificial neural network (ANN1) maps relative (to the pelvis) orientations (in quaternions) of the lower legs to joints angles, whereas the second artificial neural network (ANN2) maps the estimated joint angles in combination with vertical sensor accelerations (in the global frame) to vertical ground reaction forces. This architecture was chosen to allow for independent training of the two ANNs. Additionally, the proposed architecture separates the learning problems allowing for "selective" re-training of the ANNs (for instance, additional running environments can be included in the dataset of ANN1 without measuring GRFs simultaneously).

Estimated kinematic outputs were being compared to measured reference kinematics, which were obtained from both inertial or optical motion capture systems. To that end, two training schemes were evaluated, as shown in Table 4.1 to test the proposed method irrespective of the motion capture technology.

Previous studies have achieved varying performance in GRF estimation [39 65 97 132 140 176]. Therefore, several ANNs were trained using combinations of different input features (joint angles, pelvis and lower leg vertical accelerations) to select the best set of input features. The selection of these input features is based on their physical relation to the ground reaction forces, where joint angles define the
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Table 4.1: The training and testing schemes for both the kinematic and kinetic estimations are represented. Where input to ANN₁ is in all cases the measured relative orientations from the three on-body IMUs (placed at the pelvis and both lower legs), and the output can be from the inertial (IMU) or optical (Plug-In Gait) measurements. This is then input to the kinetic estimation part (ANN₂), for which the output is all cases the measured vertical Ground Reaction Forces (vGRF) using the forceplates (FP).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>Training input</th>
<th>Training output</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3 IMU orientations</td>
<td>IMU lower-body joint angles</td>
<td>IMU lower-body joint angles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3 IMU orientations</td>
<td>Plug-In Gait lower-body joint angles</td>
<td>Plug-In Gait lower-body joint angles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANN₂ Scheme | Training input | Training output | Reference |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IMU lower-body joint angles</td>
<td>vGRF (FP)</td>
<td>vGRF (FP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Plug-In Gait lower-body joint angles</td>
<td>vGRF (FP)</td>
<td>vGRF (FP)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continuous kinematic chain [65, 97] and accelerations are related to force according to Newton’s second law of motion.

In accordance with previous work of the authors [210], a two-layer (with 250 and 100 neurons) function fitting neural network architecture was used for both ANNs, capable of mapping non-linearities between input and output. The networks were trained for 2,000 iterations and training was stopped early if the gradient did not decrease for 6 consecutive iterations or if the gradient was smaller than $1 \times 10^{-6}$. The neural network toolbox of MATLAB R2017a (Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) was used to design, train, and evaluate the ANNs described above.

Two different evaluation scenarios were evaluated to show single (Section 4.3.1) and multiple subject (Section 4.3.2) performance:

1. For each subject, evaluation was done using all running data at 12 km/h, while data with other speeds (i.e., 10 and 14 km/h) are used for training.

2. All data from one subject were used at turn for evaluation, while all data of remaining subjects were used for training. Note that, for the sake of simplicity, we will show only results corresponding to data of running at 12 km/h.

Scenario 1 would require every new user to perform a training phase. Scenario 2 could potentially produce a more generic model, although the lack of personalization of the network may result in decreased performance.

4.2.5 Outcome Measures

The performance of the proposed method was evaluated by comparing both discrete and continuous outcomes, as commonly done in similar works about biomechanical analysis of running [34, 46, 54, 63, 171]. For the knee flexion/extension (F/E) the similarity between the estimates and reference was calculated using the Pearson’s correlation coefficient ($\rho$) and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) (as defined by [151]). The mean $\rho$ over these different strides was calculated using a Fisher transformation to obtain a more representative average Pearson’s correlation coefficient [45]. Additionally, the maximum knee F/E angle during the stance phase was evaluated using a paired t-test (significance level of 0.05) and Bland-Altman plot [24]. Estimated vGRFs (normalized to body weight (BW)) were also evaluated using both continuous ($\rho$ and RMSE) and discrete metrics (loading rate and peak vGRF). The kinetic analysis was however limited to the stance phase of each leg (as there is no
contact during swing phase). Since the passive vGRF peak is not clearly defined for mid- or forefoot strikers, this event was determined using the peak acceleration from the lower leg IMUs \[205\]. Using this event the loading rate was calculated as the slope of vGRF between 20 and 80 percent of the passive vGRF peak time \[16\ 205\].

4.3 Results

Section 4.3.1 shows performance of the proposed method for training and evaluating on a single subject, where the difference between both sets is the running speed (scenario 1). Section 4.3.2 is about generalization of this approach over different subjects (scenario 2).

4.3.1 Single subject learning

Kinematics estimation

The accuracy of estimated knee F/E angles based on different references (full-body IMU motion capture system or optical Plug-In Gait output) is presented in Table 4.2. The estimates provided by most individually trained ANNs have excellent agreement (\(\rho > 0.99\)) with the reference joint angles. Furthermore, only subject 8 shows significant differences in performance between the different references.

Table 4.2: Accuracy of estimated knee flexion/extension (F/E) angles (using ANN1) with different training outputs (namely: IMU or Plug-in Gait-based), using single subject training and evaluation. Pearson’s correlation coefficient (\(\rho\)) is calculated for each stride and averaged over approximately 200 strides for each subject (S01, S02, S03, S04, S05, S06, S07 and S08). The Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) is calculated similarly over all strides. Training of the artificial neural networks was performed using running data at 10 and 14 km/h, while 12 km/h running data was used for evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>IMU</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Plug-in Gait</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\rho)</td>
<td>RMSE ((\sigma))</td>
<td>(\rho)</td>
<td>RMSE ((\sigma))</td>
<td>(\rho)</td>
<td>RMSE ((\sigma))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S01</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>3.24 (1.53)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>4.38 (1.71)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>3.56 (0.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S02</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.74 (0.48)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.77 (0.54)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>4.14 (1.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S03</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>2.65 (0.64)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>2.05 (0.53)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>3.70 (1.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S04</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>2.60 (0.47)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>2.26 (0.58)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>3.02 (1.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S05</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>3.39 (1.79)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>3.55 (2.05)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>4.03 (1.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S06</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>3.57 (0.67)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>3.52 (0.64)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>2.62 (0.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S07</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>3.30 (0.57)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>2.86 (0.51)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>5.27 (1.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S08</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>3.95 (1.70)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>3.17 (1.49)</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>7.33 (2.08)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean (and standard deviation) of the estimated knee F/E angle profiles are shown in Figure 4.3 for a representative subject (S03). The largest difference between the estimate and its respective reference can be seen at the largest flexion angle, which is overestimated in all cases. As observed before in Table 4.2, differences between the estimates based on the various references are limited (4 degrees on average).

Table 4.3 shows the mean (and standard deviation) of the maximal knee F/E angle for each subject. Only inertial results and the corresponding estimates are presented in this table for conciseness. The mean difference in maximal knee flexion angle during stance between the estimate and its reference are less than 2 degrees for all subjects, and this result shows no significant differences (\(p > 0.05\)). A small bias of 0.4 degrees was found with limits of agreement -4.1 to 4.9 degrees for the
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![Graphs showing flexion/extension knee joint angle estimates compared to references]

Figure 4.3: Mean (and standard deviation band) of the flexion/extension knee joint angle (in degrees) estimates are presented (normalized to the stride cycle) compared to their respective references (IMU and Plug-In Gait output). These estimates were obtained from training (using running data at 10 and 14 km/h) and evaluating (using running data at 12 km/h) on a single subject, similar results were obtained for the other subjects. The top row shows the angles of the left side and the bottom row presents the right side. At the top of each graph Pearson’s correlation coefficient, root mean square error (RMSE) and the standard deviation (between the brackets) are specified, which were calculated for the estimate compared to its respective reference kinematics.

Table 4.3: The mean (and standard deviation) of discrete outcome measures for both the estimate and its corresponding reference (based on inertial full-body motion capture data) of all subjects. These estimates were obtained by training and evaluating on a single subject. Outcomes are averaged over approximately 400 steps (left and right combined). P-values are calculated using a paired t-test with the subject mean values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Max knee F/E angle (degrees)</th>
<th>vGRF peak (BW)</th>
<th>Loading rate (BW/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Estimate</td>
<td>Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S01</td>
<td>45.41 (3.56)</td>
<td>45.05 (3.94)</td>
<td>2.79 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S02</td>
<td>42.96 (1.55)</td>
<td>42.56 (1.29)</td>
<td>2.96 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S03</td>
<td>35.18 (1.25)</td>
<td>35.55 (1.06)</td>
<td>2.95 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S04</td>
<td>41.11 (1.22)</td>
<td>41.68 (1.17)</td>
<td>2.81 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S05</td>
<td>36.38 (2.08)</td>
<td>38.24 (4.36)</td>
<td>3.21 (0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S06</td>
<td>35.12 (3.05)</td>
<td>34.30 (2.63)</td>
<td>3.01 (0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S07</td>
<td>39.24 (1.92)</td>
<td>40.85 (2.37)</td>
<td>2.99 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S08</td>
<td>39.45 (1.99)</td>
<td>39.58 (1.65)</td>
<td>3.02 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>39.36 (3.72)</td>
<td>39.72 (3.59)</td>
<td>2.97 (0.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparison between the estimated maximal knee F/E angle during stance and the corresponding reference. Figure 4.4(A) shows the related Bland-Altman plot. Occasional outliers (for three of the evaluated subjects) can be observed, which are mostly overestimating the maximal knee F/E angle during stance.
Figure 4.4: The left side shows the correlation plot of the discrete outcome measures: maximal knee flexion angle during stance (A), peak vGRF (B) and loading rate (C). The right side shows the corresponding difference plots of those three discrete outcome measures. Approximately 4,000 data points are shown, where different subjects are represented by the various colors.
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Table 4.4: Accuracy of the estimated vertical ground reaction force (vGRF) using different input features (namely: joint angles ($\theta_{\text{joint}}$), pelvis vertical acceleration ($a_P$), all (pelvis, left and right lower leg) vertical accelerations ($a_{P+L}$) or a combination of these). The evaluated set of features is shown above each column. These results were obtained using single subject training and evaluation. Pearson's correlation coefficient ($\rho$) is calculated for each contact and averaged over approximately 200 stance phases for each subject (S01, S02, S03, S04, S05, S06, S07 and S08). The Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) is calculated similarly over all contacts, and the standard deviation of the RMSE is shown in brackets. The highest correlations ($\rho$) and smallest RMSE are shown in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>$a_P$</th>
<th>$a_{P+L}$</th>
<th>$\theta_{\text{joint}}$</th>
<th>$a_P$ &amp; $\theta_{\text{joint}}$</th>
<th>$a_{P+L}$ &amp; $\theta_{\text{joint}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>RMSE ((\sigma))</td>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>RMSE ((\sigma))</td>
<td>$\rho$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S01</td>
<td>L vGRF</td>
<td>0.97 0.26 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.98 0.21 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.99 0.20 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.99 0.15 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R vGRF</td>
<td>0.96 0.26 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.99 0.17 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.99 0.21 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.99 0.16 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S02</td>
<td>L vGRF</td>
<td>0.94 0.33 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.97 0.23 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.98 0.24 (0.07)</td>
<td>0.97 0.24 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R vGRF</td>
<td>0.97 0.27 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.97 0.25 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.96 0.29 (0.08)</td>
<td>0.96 0.28 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S03</td>
<td>L vGRF</td>
<td>0.96 0.29 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.99 0.14 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.99 0.20 (0.07)</td>
<td>0.99 0.12 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R vGRF</td>
<td>0.95 0.32 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.99 0.11 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.99 0.16 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.99 0.10 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S04</td>
<td>L vGRF</td>
<td>0.96 0.25 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.99 0.14 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.99 0.16 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.99 0.17 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R vGRF</td>
<td>0.96 0.27 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.99 0.13 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.99 0.20 (0.07)</td>
<td>0.99 0.13 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S05</td>
<td>L vGRF</td>
<td>0.97 0.28 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.98 0.25 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.95 0.37 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.97 0.30 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R vGRF</td>
<td>0.98 0.27 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.98 0.25 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.93 0.44 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.96 0.33 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S06</td>
<td>L vGRF</td>
<td>0.95 0.32 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.98 0.22 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.95 0.38 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.96 0.34 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R vGRF</td>
<td>0.94 0.35 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.98 0.21 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.93 0.42 (0.10)</td>
<td>0.95 0.36 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S07</td>
<td>L vGRF</td>
<td>0.91 0.40 (0.30)</td>
<td>0.96 0.27 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.93 0.38 (0.10)</td>
<td>0.96 0.30 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R vGRF</td>
<td>0.93 0.38 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.96 0.28 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.96 0.33 (0.08)</td>
<td>0.96 0.29 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S08</td>
<td>L vGRF</td>
<td>0.97 0.27 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.99 0.12 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.99 0.20 (0.07)</td>
<td>0.99 0.14 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R vGRF</td>
<td>0.96 0.28 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.99 0.14 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.98 0.24 (0.07)</td>
<td>0.99 0.19 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Kinetics estimation

Table 4.4 shows an overview of performance when different combinations of input features (joint angles, pelvis and lower leg accelerations) are evaluated. On average the best results (marked in bold for individual subjects) were achieved using a combination of all vertical accelerations and joint angles as input features. Therefore, results presented below are obtained when ANN2 was trained using these features.

Figure 4.5: Mean (and standard deviation band) of the estimated ground reaction forces (in BW) are presented (normalized to the stance phase) compared to their respective references (IMU and Plug-In Gait joint angle output). These estimates were obtained from training and evaluating on a single subject, similar results were obtained for the other subjects. The top row shows the forces of the left contacts and the bottom row presents the right contacts. At the top of each graph Pearson’s correlation coefficient, root mean square error (RMSE) and the standard deviation (between the brackets) are specified, which were calculated for the estimate compared to its respective reference kinematics.

The estimated ground reaction profiles of a representative subject (S03) are shown in Figure 4.5 for ANN2 based on both reference kinematics (IMUs and Plug-In Gait). Similarly to what was observed for the estimated knee F/E angles, differences between the networks (ANN2) trained on the various references are minimal. Largest differences between the estimated and reference vGRF can be seen at the beginning of stance phase. However, peak values are estimated with high accuracy, resulting in correlation coefficients larger than 0.96.

Results for the discrete outcomes (peak vGRF and loading rate) can be found in Table 4.3. Mean peak vGRF differences between the estimate and its reference are within 0.09 BW for all subjects, which resulted in no significant differences ($p > 0.05$). Variation between the estimate and its reference is larger for the loading rate, however this difference is still not significant ($p > 0.05$). Figure 4.4 (B and C) show the Bland-Altman plots for both the peak vGRF and loading rate. A small bias
of 0.01 BW is present in the estimated peak vGRF, with limits of agreement -0.17 to 0.18 BW. The loading rate is estimated with a bias of -2.9 BW/s with limits of agreement -16 to 10 BW/s. Both plots show occasional outliers for multiple subjects.

**Variation in running speeds**

Extrapolation capabilities of the proposed approach were investigated by evaluating different running speeds for subject 3. Figure 4.6 shows RMSEs for the evaluated speeds, where the remaining trials are in the training dataset. This figure shows that the most accurate continuous estimation can be achieve when an intermediate speed (12 km/h) is used, rather than the ones which are slower (10 km/h) or faster (14 km/h) than those in their respective training datasets.

**Figure 4.6:** Accuracy of the estimated vertical ground reaction force (vGRF) and knee flexion/extension (F/E) angle for different evaluated speeds, hence the other speeds are part of the training dataset, using single subject training and evaluation, as described in Section 4.2.4. The artificial neural networks were trained with and evaluated relative to a full-body inertial kinematic measurement (Table 4.1, training scheme 1). The results for a representative subject are shown in this graph. The Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) is calculated over all stride/stance phases and averaged over approximately 200 strides for each different evaluated speed (10, 12 and 14 km/h).

Additionally, discrete outcome measures were evaluated for the same subject, which are presented in Table 4.5. The peak vGRF and maximal knee flexion during stance also show that interpolating speeds results in more accurate outcomes than extrapolating. However, this trend is not present for the loading rate accuracy.
Table 4.5: The variation in discrete outcome measures for different speeds in subject 3. The mean (and standard deviation) of peak vGRF, loading rate and max knee flexion during stance are shown for both the estimate and its corresponding reference (based on inertial full-body motion capture data), these are calculated over approximately 400 steps (left and right combined). The artificial neural networks were trained using running data of two speeds (different from the evaluation speed), while the shown speed was used for evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>Reference (IMU)</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max knee flexion (degrees)</td>
<td>10 km/h</td>
<td>34.49 (1.10)</td>
<td>33.90 (1.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12 km/h</td>
<td>35.64 (1.20)</td>
<td>34.71 (1.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14 km/h</td>
<td>36.93 (1.24)</td>
<td>35.11 (1.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peak vGRF (BW)</td>
<td>10 km/h</td>
<td>2.85 (0.06)</td>
<td>2.77 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12 km/h</td>
<td>3.00 (0.06)</td>
<td>2.90 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14 km/h</td>
<td>3.13 (0.07)</td>
<td>3.00 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loading rate (BW/s)</td>
<td>10 km/h</td>
<td>52.92 (5.82)</td>
<td>55.11 (6.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12 km/h</td>
<td>55.47 (6.12)</td>
<td>61.34 (6.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14 km/h</td>
<td>63.25 (7.31)</td>
<td>67.17 (9.78)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.6: Accuracy of the estimated knee flexion/extension (F/E) angles (by ANN$^1$) and vertical ground reaction forces (vGRF) (by ANN$^2$) using different training outputs (namely: IMU or Plug-in Gait-based) by training on data of all subjects except for one which is used for the evaluation at 12 km/h. Pearson’s correlation coefficient ($\rho$) is calculated for each stride and averaged over approximately 200 strides for each different test subject (S01, S02, S03, S04, S05, S06, S07 and S08). The Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) is calculated similarly over all strides.

### Knee F/E angle accuracy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>IMU Left F/E</th>
<th>IMU Right F/E</th>
<th>Plug-in Gait Left F/E</th>
<th>Plug-in Gait Right F/E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S01</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S02</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S03</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S04</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S05</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S06</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S07</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S08</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### vGRF accuracy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>IMU Left vGRF</th>
<th>IMU Right vGRF</th>
<th>Plug-in Gait Left vGRF</th>
<th>Plug-in Gait Right vGRF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S01</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S02</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S03</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S04</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S05</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S06</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S07</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S08</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.2 Multiple subject learning

The generalization performance of both ANNs were evaluated by training with all different combinations of subjects in the training and evaluation datasets. Table 4.6 (top-half) shows the results of kinematics for the different evaluated subjects. Seven out of the eight subject show correlations larger than 0.9, indicating good agreement. However, the RMSE is expectantly larger than for single subject learning (Section 4.3.1). The estimated knee F/E angles for subjects 1 and 3 are significantly less accurate. Additionally, the mean estimated knee F/E angle profiles of subject 4 are shown in Figure 4.7, with the measured references used for comparison. The stance phase (until approximately 30% of the stride cycle) is estimated with higher
accuracy than the swing phase, same behavior can be seen for single subject learning (Figure 4.3).

**Figure 4.7:** Mean (and standard deviation band) of the flexion/extension knee joint angle (in degrees) estimates are presented (normalized to the stride cycle) compared to their respective references (IMU and Plug-In Gait joint angle output). These estimates were obtained from training on multiple subjects and evaluating on a different subject, and were comparable to the other evaluated subjects. The top row shows the angles of the left side and the bottom row presents the right side. At the top of each graph Pearson’s correlation coefficient, root mean square error (RMSE) and the standard deviation (between the brackets) are specified, which were calculated for the estimate and its respective reference kinematics.

Results of the kinetic estimations can be seen in Table 4.6 (bottom-half). Similar to the joint angles, vGRFs are mostly estimated with correlations larger than 0.9 indicating good agreement with the measurements. However, subjects 1 and 3 show lower correlation coefficients, as was also seen for the kinematics. Vertical ground reaction force profiles of one representative subject (S04) are shown in Figure 4.8, which shows an increase in RMSEs compared to the single subject learning (Figure 4.5). The maximum estimated ground reaction forces are mostly comparable to the reference.

The accuracy of estimating discrete outcome measures is shown in Table 4.7. The estimation accuracy varies between different subjects and outcome measures. However, in most cases an increase in error can be seen when comparing to the single subject training (Table 4.4). Additionally, an increase in the standard deviations of the different estimated outcome measures can be seen. However, the estimated outcome measures and the corresponding references were not found to be significantly different.
Figure 4.8: Mean (and standard deviation band) of the estimated vertical ground reaction forces (in BW) are presented (normalized to the stance phase) compared to the measured reference. These estimates were obtained from training on multiple subjects and evaluating on a different subject, and were comparable to the other evaluated subjects. The top row shows the forces of the left contacts and the bottom row presents the right contacts. At the top of each graph Pearson’s correlation coefficient, root mean square error (RMSE) and the standard deviation (between the brackets) are specified, which were calculated for the estimate and its respective reference kinematics.

Table 4.7: The mean (and standard deviation) of discrete outcome measures for both the estimate and its corresponding reference (based on inertial full-body motion capture data) of all subjects. These estimates were obtained by training on multiple subjects and evaluating on a different subject (using running data at 12 km/h). Outcomes are averaged over approximately 400 steps (left and right combined). P-values are calculated using a paired t-test with the subject mean values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Max knee F/E angle (degrees)</th>
<th>vGRF peak (BW)</th>
<th>Loading rate (BW/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Estimate</td>
<td>Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S01</td>
<td>45.41 (3.56)</td>
<td>65.90 (24.61)</td>
<td>2.79 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S02</td>
<td>42.96 (1.55)</td>
<td>33.04 (1.19)</td>
<td>2.96 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S03</td>
<td>35.18 (1.25)</td>
<td>40.21 (5.38)</td>
<td>2.95 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S04</td>
<td>41.11 (1.22)</td>
<td>38.35 (3.73)</td>
<td>2.81 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S05</td>
<td>36.38 (2.08)</td>
<td>41.88 (3.81)</td>
<td>3.21 (0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S06</td>
<td>35.12 (3.05)</td>
<td>37.42 (2.68)</td>
<td>3.01 (0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S07</td>
<td>39.24 (1.92)</td>
<td>38.97 (3.65)</td>
<td>2.99 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S08</td>
<td>39.45 (1.99)</td>
<td>38.36 (1.68)</td>
<td>3.02 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>39.36 (3.72)</td>
<td>41.77 (16.08)</td>
<td>2.97 (0.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 Discussion

This work shows that sagittal knee kinematics and vGRF can be estimated using only three inertial sensors placed on the lower legs and pelvis, in particular, the peak vGRF, maximal knee F/E angles during stance, and the knee F/E angles and vGRF profiles are estimated with no significant differences with respect to the reference.

Estimation of joint angles for a single subject has shown to be more accurate
4.4. Discussion

(average RMSE < 5 degrees) than was achieved in previous work of the authors (average RMSE ≈ 7 degrees) [210]. This can partly be explained by the difference in composition of the training databases between both methods, since the current dataset had less variation of motions, i.e., only running. This approach requires obtaining reference kinetics and kinematics of each subject, i.e., each subject has to run on an instrumented treadmill.

Additionally, multiple subject learning results showed good agreement (ρ > 0.9) for most subjects in the continuous outcomes. However, the ANNs could not generalize over all idiosyncrasies of the individual subjects as RMSEs and differences in discrete outcomes increased, expectantly. Subjects had different landing patterns (heel, mid- or forefoot striking), which may be a reason for the degraded performance shown for example in subject 1. By including more subjects different models could be trained for each different landing phenotype. Alternatively, larger soft-tissue artifacts of the inertial sensors compared to the other subjects may explain the degraded performance.

No significant differences were found between any of the reference and estimated discrete outcome measures, for both evaluation scenarios. However, the required accuracy would largely be defined by the application of interest. An example of such an application could be tracking kinematic/kinetic changes due to fatigue, since they may relate to increased chance of injury [140]. However, more data (specific for such an application, e.g., running under fatigue) should be acquired to evaluate if the proposed approach can track such differences.

The running mechanics in this work are estimated based on inertial or optical motion capture data. Each of these technologies have their advantages and disadvantages [70]. Differences in the reference knee F/E profiles for the different technologies are observed for the results in Section 4.3.1, which can be explained by differences in the underlying models of the human body and their assumptions [95]. However, the estimated kinematics based on the different technologies are similar to their respective measured kinematics. This shows that the method has potential to be applied in this context irrespective of the preferred technology for recording training data. Therefore, the proposed method has potential to estimate output based on other kinematic references, such as biomechanical models driven by optical data [51, 188].

The measured dataset contains only treadmill running, however, the proposed method is not limited to be applied under these conditions. Evaluating the proposed method in a different setting (e.g., outdoor running) might result in less accurate estimations of knee F/E angles and vGRFs. To improve such results, the dataset can be extended by including running at different slopes of the treadmill. Furthermore, 3D ground reaction forces could be measured using pressure insoles for example [162], which enables data collection in any running environment for training data collection. Extrapolating kinematic and kinetic data outside of the training dataset appears to be more difficult than interpolating such data. This was shown by the degraded performance after training with different running speeds or extrapolating over various subjects. This indicates that careful construction of the training dataset is required to obtain the best possible performance.

A limitation of the proposed method is that only vertical kinetics can be estimated. This can be contributed to the available measurement setup, since it would require a treadmill instrumented with a force plate that can measure three-dimensional forces. However, our proposed method could be extended using the
three-dimensional GRF estimation approach of [97] using full-body inertial motion capture. Furthermore, only sagittal plane knee kinematics could be estimated in the proposed approach, possibilities of estimating kinematics of other joints and/or planes would require additional research.

The concatenated ANN approach allows for training the ANN\textsubscript{1} (kinematics) independent of the ANN\textsubscript{2} (kinetics). This enables the use of only inertial motion capture data in various environments for training ANN\textsubscript{1}. Instead of concatenating two ANNs, a single ANN could be trained to map relative orientations and vertical accelerations to ground reaction forces and joint angles. Initial tests show comparable results for single subject training, however, multiple subject training was less successful. When one ANN is trained to estimate both kinematics and kinetics, cross-dependencies between features and outputs become important, which is less so for concatenated ANNs. This can be seen in the differences in accuracy between estimation of kinematics (ANN\textsubscript{1}) and kinetics (ANN\textsubscript{2}) for multiple subject training in Section 4.3.2.

Figure 4.5 shows differences in the measured reference vGRF between left and right stance phases, which can also be seen from the estimated output. This could indicate that the proposed method is capable of detecting differences between left and right kinetics. Note that, given the relatively short duration of the running sessions, effects of fatigue could not be evaluated using the current setup, but it is an interesting future development.

The estimated vertical ground reaction forces ($\rho > 0.99$ and RMSE $< 0.27$ BW) using the proposed method are comparable to that of [65] ($R^2 > 0.981$ and RSME $< 10$ N), who estimated GRFs during a bending task by using a full-body inertial motion capture system. [97] evaluated a similar approach on walking using inertial sensors, where the errors are comparable to the ones reported in the proposed method. [39] showed that by exploiting only tibial accelerations to estimate peak vGRFs an approximate RMSE of 6% can be achieved, however this method was only applied to training and testing on individual subjects. [176] estimated vGRF more accurately (3% error) than the proposed method, by relying on full-body optical motion capture for their method. [140] reported similar performance in estimation of the loading rate, while our proposed method was shown to estimate peak vGRFs more accurately. [39] reported peak vGRF estimation errors of approximately 6%, whereas our proposed method is able to estimate peak vGRF with an accuracy of less than 0.10 BW ($\approx 3.5\%$).

4.5 Conclusions

This work has shown the potential of estimating kinetics (vGRF) and kinematics (knee F/E angles) during running using a minimal on-body sensor setup (namely, 3 sensor devices placed on the lower legs and pelvis). Best performance can be obtained when the proposed approach is applied to a single subject. Training over multiple subjects was shown to be possible, since good agreement between the estimates and references were achieved, however the RMSEs are larger than for single subject training. In other words, the proposed method has potential to be applied for individual subjects, and with additional research can be extended for running in various environments.
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Abstract

Objective: The foot progression angle is an important measure used to help patients reduce their knee adduction moment. Current measurement systems are either lab-bounded or do not function in all environments (e.g., magnetically distorted). This work proposes a novel approach to estimate foot progression angle using a single foot-worn inertial sensor (accelerometer and gyroscope). Methods: The approach uses a dynamic step frame that is recalculated for the stance phase of each step to calculate the foot trajectory relative to that frame, to minimize effects of drift and to eliminate the need for a magnetometer. The FPA is then calculated as the angle between walking direction and the dynamic step frame. This approach was validated by gait measurements with five subjects walking with three gait types (normal, toe-in and toe-out). Results: The FPA was estimated with a maximum mean error of $\sim 2.6^\circ$ over all gait conditions. Additionally, the proposed inertial approach can significantly differentiate between the three different gait types. Conclusion: The proposed approach can effectively estimate differences in FPA without requiring a heading reference (magnetometer). Significance: This work enables feedback applications on FPA for patients with gait disorders that function in any environment, i.e. outside of a gait lab or in magnetically distorted environments.
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5.1 Introduction

Knee osteoarthritis (KOA) is among the most reported musculoskeletal diseases (men 10.1%, women 13.6%) and the leading cause for disability among the elderly [141, 207]. This disease has no cure currently, however, patients can make use of surgical, pharmacological and biomechanical treatments to improve their quality of life [156]. Pharmacological treatment can reduce the effects of symptoms of KOA, in severe stages of the disease surgical treatment (knee replacement) could be considered [99]. Biomechanical treatment can help to reduce the knee loading, which has been shown to correlate with pain, cartilage degeneration and disease progression [150].

Biomechanical treatment can be achieved by use of braces, canes and/or gait retraining. No additional devices are required for gait retraining, however as this treatment is time consuming and space-bounded it has not been adopted on a large scale [19]. The goal of gait retraining is to reduce the loading on the knee by gradually modifying the patients’ gait pattern [19]. Directly measuring the medial knee loading would require invasive force sensors and is therefore only possible after a knee replacement [58]. Alternatively, the medial knee loading can be estimated using a surrogate measure, namely the Knee Adduction Moment (KAM) [111]. The KAM can be estimated using inverse dynamics, which requires a full-body motion capture system and force measurements [177].

However, the KAM is not an optimal parameter to provide feedback to patients, since the relation to kinematic parameters is not evident to them [154]. Therefore, instructing patients using a kinematic adaptation (toe-in gait) results in more effective decrease of the KAM [179, 163, 178]. This can be quantified using the Foot Progression Angle (FPA), which is defined as the angle between the heading direction and foot orientation.

A recent study has shown that the FPA can effectively be measured using one foot-worn sensor [87], consisting of an accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer. However, the use of a magnetometer limits applications of this approach, since it requires a minimally disturbed Earth magnetic field. In various environments this is not the case, due to ferro-magnetic materials present in floors and walls [50]. With inaccurate measurements of the Earth magnetic field, no proper reference frame can be determined, hence inaccurate estimates of the FPA are obtained.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no single-sensor approach for estimating FPA in any environment (including magnetically disturbances). This resulted in the following aim of this study: design and evaluation of an approach to estimate FPA using a single foot-worn inertial sensor (accelerometer and gyroscope). Due to using a dynamic foot reference frame instead of an Earth reference frame no magnetometer is required. To minimize the effects of drift during a single step, the Zero Velocity Update (ZUPT) is applied [164]. The accuracy of the proposed method is validated using an optical reference system. The findings of this study could have potential for future applications in feedback systems for KOA patients.
5.2 FPA estimation

Our proposed FPA estimation approach consists of five steps as schematically displayed in Figure 5.1. The approach uses a dynamic foot frame (as schematically displayed in Figure 5.2), which changes from stance phase $i$ to next stance phase $i + 1$. This is done by integration of angular velocity during a step in between subsequent stance phases [28], updated with Zero Angular Velocity Update (ZAVU). Therefore, the start and end of a step should be determined using a zero-velocity detection [183, 92]. With strap-down integration, the vector from calcaneus position in stance phase $i$ to calcaneus position in stance phase $i + 1$ is determined in this dynamic foot frame. Subsequently correcting for drift using ZUPT and zero vertical position at the start and end of the step. FPA is calculated from the angle between foot direction during stance phase $i$ and direction of the next step [163], which is estimated based on the endpoint of the trajectory estimation, as schematically displayed in Figure 5.2.

![Figure 5.1: Flowchart of the proposed FPA estimation algorithm.](image)

![Figure 5.2: A dynamic foot frame, that is initialized in every stance phase $i$ (for left (L) and right (R) separately) and is maintained until the consecutive stance phase of the same foot, is used for calculating the FPA as the angle between the foot direction and the walking direction. The x-direction of this dynamic foot frame ($\psi_{x}^{F_{L/R,i}}$) aligns with the foot direction. All signals are integrated in this dynamic foot frame to obtain a foot trajectory that ends at the next stance phase. This walking direction is shown in red and defined as the position vector between the calcaneus of two consecutive stance phases (with $p_{t_{end}}^{F_{L/R,i}}$, where $t_{end}$ is the step duration). This allows for direct computation of the FPA.](image)
5.2. FPA estimation

5.2.1 Stance Phase Detection

During the stance phase there are moments that the foot is approximately still on
the ground, hence these moments can be identified using a zero-velocity detection
approach [92]. Jimenez et al. developed three conditions for the detection approach,
however, this resulted in some cases of short stance phases. Therefore, a fourth
condition was included that ensures a minimal length of the stance phase. The
following four conditions were used in the current study:

1. The magnitude of acceleration needs to be between 9.0 and 11.0 \( \frac{m}{s^2} \) (at time
   \( t \)).

2. The local acceleration variance (\( \sigma^2 \)) should be smaller than 0.5 \( \frac{m^2}{s^4} \) (in a time
   period of 0.11 s (\( s = 5 \) samples), which was experimentally determined) during
   the stance phase to fulfil this condition, and is defined as:

   \[
   \sigma^2 = \frac{1}{2s + 1} \sum_{j=t-s}^{t+s} (a_j - \bar{a}_t)^2
   \] (5.1)

   Where the local mean is defined as:

   \[
   \bar{a}_t = \frac{1}{2s + 1} \sum_{j=t-s}^{t+s} a_j
   \] (5.2)

3. The magnitude of the angular velocity should be smaller than 50 \( \frac{o}{s} \) (at time
   \( t \)).

4. Stance phase length should be 16 ms at minimum, which ensures that the
detection method does not suffer from potential false zero-velocity detections.

5.2.2 Mapping foot frame in sensor frame

A mapping between the sensor frame (\( \psi^X \), red in Figure 5.3) and the foot reference
frame (\( \psi^F \), green in Figure 5.3) is required to perform all calculations in \( \psi^F \). This
is a fixed rotation, assumed that the sensor does not move relative to the foot.
Subjects should perform the following calibration: stand still for 5 seconds, walk 4
steps with a FPA of 0\( ^o \) (i.e., keep foot orientation as straight as possible). The first
part of the calibration is used to determine the vertical axis (\( f_z \)) of \( \psi^F \) using the
measured gravitational acceleration. The axis perpendicular to the foot direction
(\( f_y \)) is determined in the dynamic part of the calibration. Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) of the angular velocity is used to determine a common rotation axis
(\( f_y \)) [93]. The third axis is determined by the cross-product of the other two axes
(as it should be perpendicular to both previously defined axes):

\[
fx = fy \times fz
\] (5.3)

This determines the axis in direction of the foot, i.e., this definition allows for
FPA calculation using the angle between heading direction of the step and foot
Figure 5.3: An IMU is secured under the shoelaces and its’ coordinate system ($\psi^X$) is displayed in red. The retroflective markers are places on the second metatarsal and the calcaneus, which is assumed to be a FPA of 0 degrees. The foot reference coordinate system is shown in green ($\psi^F$).

direction axis. To ensure a proper coordinate system ($f_y$ perpendicular to $f_z$ and thus in the horizontal plane), $f_y$ was subsequently determined by taking the cross-product of $f_x$ and $f_z$. The mapping of $\psi^X$ to $\psi^F$ can then be performed using the following (constant) rotation matrix ($R^{XF}$):

$$R^{XF} = \begin{bmatrix} f_x & f_y & f_z \end{bmatrix}^T$$ (5.4)

5.2.3 Orientation Estimation

Start of a step is defined as the middle of a determined zero-velocity phase (according to the mentioned 4 conditions). The angular velocity is measured in $\psi^X$, which is rotated to $\psi^F$ by using the determined sensor to foot frame mapping $R^{XF}$ (Figure 5.4A). The dynamic foot reference frame at step $i$ ($\psi^F_i$) is initialized by an identity matrix ($R^{F}_{i0}$), such that the change with respect to this frame can be evaluated using the following differential equation [167]:

$$\dot{R}^F_t = \tilde{\omega}^F R^F_t$$ (5.5)

with $\tilde{\omega}^F$ as the skew matrix of the angular velocity, which is defined as:

$$\tilde{\omega}^F = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & -\omega_z^F & \omega_y^F \\ \omega_z^F & 0 & -\omega_x^F \\ -\omega_y^F & \omega_x^F & 0 \end{bmatrix}$$ (5.6)

5.2.4 Trajectory Estimation

Figure 5.4B shows the different steps to obtain the foot position ($p^F_t$). First the measured acceleration ($a^X_t$) should be transformed to $\psi^F_t$ at any time $t$ during step $i$, such that the gravity component can be subtracted. After this step the acceleration
Figure 5.4: FPA estimation approach using gyroscope ($\omega^X$) and accelerometer ($a^X$) data: (A) sensor angular velocity is corrected using the Zero Angular Velocity Update (ZAVU). Next, it is rotated to the foot frame ($\psi^F$) by using the mapping between the sensor and foot frames ($R^{XF}$). The orientation of the dynamic foot frame ($R^{Fi}_t$) is determined by integrating this angular velocity and initializing it with ($R^{Fi}_{t_0} = I$). (B) acceleration information is rotated to the dynamic foot frame ($\psi^F$), such that the gravitational acceleration can be subtracted to obtain the estimated free acceleration ($a^{Fe,t}$). This is integrated to velocity ($v^{Fe,t}$), which in turn is corrected using ZUPT. After another integration step the position of the foot is calculated in the dynamic foot frame. (C) Since everything is calculated in $\psi^F$, the FPA is estimated using a trigonometric relation of the foot position at the end of the step ($t_{end}$).

is integrated to obtain the velocity ($v^F_t$). Since it is known that the velocity should be zero at the next stance phase, we can apply a linear correction (to account for the potential drift) to the velocity vector from start to end of the step. A second integration step is applied to obtain the foot position w.r.t. start of the step ($p^F_t$).

5.2.5 FPA

The FPA is estimated using the heading vector (endpoint $p^{Fi}_{t_{end}}$ of step $i$) which is expressed in $\psi^F$, therefore the following direct trigonometric relation is applicable here:

$$\theta_{FPA} = \arctan \left( \frac{p_{t_{end},y}^{Fi}}{p_{t_{end},x}^{Fi}} \right) \quad (5.7)$$

5.3 Validation Measurement Protocol

The accuracy of the proposed FPA estimation approach is quantified by comparing results obtained with our approach to those from using an optical motion capture system. Five healthy volunteers (5 males; age: $25.2 \pm 4.2$ years; height: $1.83 \pm 0.09$ m; weight: $80.0 \pm 9.5$ kg; body mass index: $24.1 \pm 3.4$ kg/m$^2$) participated in this research in a gait laboratory. All subjects reported no recent injuries that affect
balance or mobility. The ethics committee of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Mathematics and Computer Science at the University of Twente approved this protocol and all subjects provided written informed consent prior to the measurements.

Subjects are fitted with one inertial sensor (MTw Awinda, Xsens, Enschede, the Netherlands) on top of the shoe and two retro-reflective markers (placed on the head of the second metatarsal and the calcaneus, as shown in Figure 5.3). The MTw is a wireless inertial sensor that transmits data (at 100 Hz) over Bluetooth, which is recorded using MT Software Suite (Xsens, Enschede, the Netherlands). The position of retro-reflective markers is recorded (at 100 Hz) using eight high-speed infrared cameras (Vicon, Oxford, UK) and processed with Nexus 2.8.2 (Vicon, Oxford, UK). To compare the FPA outcomes of both systems, a synchronization between the inertial and optical systems is required. This is achieved by stamping the right foot at the ground for the start of the measurement. This signal is present in both the optical and inertial measurement data and is used to align both signals. Small misalignments (1-5 ms) are allowable since we are interested in the FPA per different step and not at discrete time indexes.

The reference FPA was determined based on the markers placed on the calcaneus and second metatarsal by calculating the angle between the line connecting both retro-reflective markers and the walking direction vector (defined by a line between calcaneus of the same foot in different stance phases) in the lab reference frame (depends on the camera calibration) [178].

Every measurement started with a 0° FPA calibration (for the inertial approach), which consists of a static part and a dynamic part (as mentioned in Section 5.2.2). Subjects should remain as still as possible with feet pointing forwards (0° FPA) for approximately five seconds, to determine the gravitational axis. Subsequently, subjects were asked to walk with a zero degrees FPA for four steps. A visual reference is provided to subjects by a tape placed on their shoe (shown in Figure 5.3), which shows the foot direction vector. By aligning this with a line on the floor subjects could achieve a FPA close to zero, which was evaluated using the optical reference.

After this calibration trial, subjects were asked to perform 3 sets of 12 trials of walking in a straight line within the measurement volume of the optical motion capture system (10 x 4 m, projected on the floor). Each set of 12 trials consists of walking at their preferred walking speed with either normal, positive (toe-out) or negative (toe-in) FPA. The difference in FPA between each of these 3 walking conditions was self-selected by the subjects.

A difference between FPA estimates for the optical and inertial approach was used for an evaluation of the accuracy of the proposed inertial FPA estimation approach. We decided not to evaluate a root mean squared difference but a mean difference, because the sign of errors is relevant in this situation due to potential spatial misalignment of the zero degrees FPA. After correction for the determined offset, results are presented using a Bland-Altman plot to show the distribution of FPA measured by both the optical and inertial sensing approach [24]. Additionally, a repeated measures one-way ANOVA test [134] is performed to determine if both the inertial and optical approaches can differentiate between the three gait conditions.
5.4 Results

Table 5.1 shows the mean differences (and standard deviation) between the FPA estimated using retro-reflective markers and using the proposed inertial approach. It can be seen that subjects (e.g., S01 and S05) with larger differences (up to 5 degrees) compared to the optical reference also have larger 0° FPA calibration differences.

A more detailed comparison between the FPA (of individual steps) estimated from an optical and inertial approach can be found in Figure 5.5 after correcting for the 0° FPA calibration differences. The correlation between both approaches is shown by the plots on the left (for all three types of gait). Good correlation coefficients ($r^2 > 0.7$) can be observed for all conditions. Furthermore, the mean bias between the inertial approach and the optical reference is small ($< 2.5^\circ$) for all conditions.

Results of a repeated measures one-way ANOVA test between the different gait conditions show that both the inertial approach and the optical reference system can significantly ($p << 0.01$) discriminate between those conditions. These results were obtained for all subjects and both measurement approaches.

Table 5.1: The mean (and standard deviation) FPA differences (in degrees) of the optical approach compared to the inertial approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Gait</th>
<th>0° FPA Calibration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Toe-In</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S01</td>
<td>-5.22 (±3.35)</td>
<td>-2.39 (±2.61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S02</td>
<td>0.01 (±2.83)</td>
<td>2.51 (±2.86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S03</td>
<td>1.85 (±4.04)</td>
<td>0.10 (±3.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S04</td>
<td>0.20 (±3.43)</td>
<td>0.31 (±3.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S05</td>
<td>1.69 (±2.67)</td>
<td>5.15 (±1.41)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.5 Discussion

The aim of this research was to evaluate an approach for estimating FPA using a single foot-worn inertial (accelerometer and gyroscope) sensor. The proposed approach uses a dynamic step reference frame to calculate the FPA of each step with respect to the foot frame during stance. A comparison with an optical reference shows good correlation and it can effectively differentiate between the different types of gait (normal, toe-in and toe-out).

Table 5.1 shows that an offset between the optical and inertial approach could have impacted the observed differences between both approaches. Such an offset is expected to be the result of a misalignment between the defined 0° FPA for both approaches. To that end, results presented in Figure 5.5 were corrected for the observed differences during the 0° FPA calibration measurement (by adding the mean observed offset in Table 5.1 to the estimated FPA with the inertial approach for each subject individually). This misalignment can occur during the sensor to
Figure 5.5: Bland-Altman graphs comparing the FPA estimated with an optical and inertial approach for five subjects. The mean observed differences during the 0° FPA calibration trial was added to the inertial outcomes of the individual subjects, such that impact of misalignment of the 0° FPA axes is minimal. Different graphs are presented for the three types of gait (normal, toe-in and toe-out), for each condition approximately 40 steps were analyzed. Please note the differences in angle ranges between the three types of gait.
foot calibration of the inertial approach, since subjects were instructed to walk with an FPA of 0° using optical feedback (tape on the shoe and lines on the floor). Furthermore, misplacement of the retro-reflective markers could also result in an offset between both approaches. The inertial calibration procedure could be improved by using a board with cut-outs for the feet, which forces subjects to walk with 0° FPA. In this manner, a potential misplacement of the retro-reflective markers can also be determined.

Related works of estimating foot angles using inertial sensing reported comparable performance as our proposed approach (maximum mean difference of ∼2.6°). Bidabadi et al. used a single foot-worn IMU to estimate the foot pitch angle (ankle flexion/extension) and reported a mean accuracy of ∼3.8° [175]. Huang et al. presented a single foot-worn IMU (with magnetometer) approach for estimating the FPA with a maximum mean error of ∼2.5° [87]. While a full-body inertial approach for estimating FPA was reported to have an error of ∼2.4° [99]. However, these approaches require more on-body sensors or cannot be used in all (magnetically distorted) measurement environments.

One of the issues with inertial sensing is that directly integrating the accelerometer and gyroscope measurements will result in drift of the sensor position/orientation. However, impact of such drift increases over time, i.e., short-term integration could result in outcomes with acceptable accuracy. To that end, we applied two ways of minimizing such effects, namely ZUPT and integrating over each individual step separately. ZUPT allowed for linear corrections to the obtained velocity/position, due to the known zero-velocity state during stance. And the use a dynamic step frame allows for integration of accelerometer data during each individual step. In this manner, drift only impacts the estimated FPA during a single step, which reduces the negative effect on accuracy substantially.

The proposed approach has potential for real-time feedback applications, such as proposed by Karatsidis et al. [99]. A reduction in the number of sensors is beneficial to the patients, because of the decreased complexity and costs. However, this approach was evaluated with healthy participants with no reported balance or mobility issues. The FPA of people with movement disorders might be estimated with lower accuracy using the proposed approach. Additionally, with different gait dynamics, the zero-velocity detection conditions might change. Furthermore, the calibration procedure (walking with 0° FPA) used in this work might be difficult for people with a movement disorder. An alternative could be to perform repeated dorsal/plantar ankle flexions. However, in initial measurements this resulted in a rotation axis that was not perpendicular to the vertical since the rotation was not consistently in the horizontal plane. If the mapping of sensor to foot frame is known, the calibration procedure might be removed, e.g., in case of a shoe with an embedded IMU [220, 212]. Depending on the application the impact of an incorrect 0° FPA might vary, as long as differences compared to a baseline measurement can be measured with sufficient accuracy [153].

To apply the proposed approach in a (semi-)real-time feedback application a firmware implementation would be required. In the current study, the algorithm was off-line applied in MATLAB, however, minimal calculation time (∼4 ms per step) was observed for this implementation. Furthermore, feedback can only be provided after the step is finished (due to uncertain step direction during swing phase). Therefore, it is expected that this method can provide (semi-)real-time
feedback on the FPA. However, additional research is required to investigate the accuracy of the proposed approach in real-time and with patients.

5.6 Conclusion

This work presented a novel approach to estimate FPA using information from a single foot-worn inertial sensor (accelerometer and gyroscope) that can be used in any (magnetically distorted) environment. Experimental results show that the proposed approach has good correlation with an optical reference system. Furthermore, differences between various types of gait (normal, toe-in and toe-out) can be discriminated with our approach. Therefore, this research could provide a basis for future research into the use of wearable feedback systems for gait training of KOA patients in any environment.
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On the Validity of Different Motion Capture Technologies For the Analysis of Running
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Abstract

An increasing diversity of available motion capture technologies allows for measurement of human kinematics in various environments. However, little is known about the differences in quality of measured kinematics by such technologies. Therefore, this work presents a comparison between three motion capture approaches, based on inertial-magnetic measurement units (processed with Xsens MVN Analyze) and optical markers (processed using Plug-In Gait and OpenSim Gait2392). It was chosen to evaluate the different motion capture approaches in running, as such kinematics are preferably measured in the natural running environment and involve challenging dynamics. An evaluation was done using data of 8 subjects running on a treadmill at three different speeds, namely 10, 12 and 14 km/h. The sagittal plane results show excellent correlation ($\rho > 0.96$) and RMSDs are smaller than 5 degrees for 6 out of the 8 subjects. However, results in the frontal and transversal planes were less correlated between the different motion capture approaches. This shows that sagittal kinematics can be measured consistently using any of the three analyzed motion capture approaches, but ambiguities exist in the analysis of frontal and transversal planes.

Keywords: Kinematics; Motion Measurement; Optical Sensors; Optical Variables Measurement; Correlation; Protocols; Motion Segmentation.
6.1 Introduction

A wide variety of technologies is currently available for capturing three-dimensional full-body human motion, of which the most established ones are based on video or inertial sensors. Optical systems rely on the idea of tracking retro-reflective markers, placed on pre-defined locations of the different body segments, using infrared cameras [146, 204]. Inertial systems, on the other hand, track the orientation of inertial-magnetic sensors by sensor fusion of the accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer output, which can be translated to body segment quantities by using a calibration pose and pre-defined sensor placement on the various body segments [161, 214]. Traditional motion capture was done in a lab via accurate optical systems, while inertial systems were designed to allow for ambulatory measurements, i.e., not restricted to a laboratory setting.

Besides this apparent difference in applicability, an important determinant in the choice for either motion capture technology is the measurement accuracy of parameters of interest. Both inertial-magnetic and optical motion capture accuracy can be influenced by different external factors, e.g., soft-tissue artifacts (STAs) [116], occlusions [41], sensor/marker placement [18, 124], calibration pose accuracy [18, 157] and/or magnetic disturbances [50, 161]. Most of those potential sources of errors can be solved by proper measurement preparation, e.g., camera distribution, marker/sensor placement and clear subject instructions. However, due to differences in sensor/marker placement between protocols and/or technologies, the impact of STAs on the measured kinematics varies [35]. In case of occlusions gap filling can be applied [41], and magnetic disturbances can be mitigated by using advanced sensor fusion techniques [105, 170]. Even though position estimates of retro-reflective markers are highly accurate (due to cameras with high resolution) [126], estimates of relevant quantities at the body level (e.g., body kinematics) might show a degraded accuracy depending on the considered body modeling assumptions [114] (e.g., Plug-In Gait [49, 94], OpenSim [51] or AnyBody [47]).

Performance comparisons, in terms of kinematics, among different motion capture technologies have been reported in several comparison studies. For example, Stief et. al showed that sagittal plane joint angles in gait measured with Plug-In Gait are more accurate than joint angles in other planes compared to their proposed lower-body marker protocol [188]. An inter-laboratory study showed that sagittal kinematics were consistent between labs and protocols [18]. Comparable results were reported in a comparison between different marker protocols, where out-of-sagittal planes joint angles were shown to have lower correlation for the different marker protocols [67]. Ferrari et al. compared two IMMU with optical protocols and concluded that their protocol can potentially be used for clinical gait assessment [68]. Similarly, a comparison between Plug-In Gait and OpenSim showed that an offset was typically observed between both approaches for walking trials [114]. A musculoskeletal model driven by either IMMU or optical motion capture walking data, showed larger correlations for the sagittal kinematics compared to the frontal and transversal kinematics [98]. Dinu et al. compared centre of mass position estimates during stance and jumps based on IMMU and optical motion capture data, and reported that both estimates are similar and could be used interchangeably [57].

However, to the best of our knowledge, no comparison between different motion capture approaches to assess running kinematics has been performed. Therefore,
the aim of this work is to analyze differences in measurement accuracy of different motion capture approaches, namely IMMUs, Plug-In Gait and OpenSim. Running on a treadmill was chosen as an evaluation scenario due to constraints that a laboratory setting poses on measuring kinematics of runners in their natural running environment \[149\] (e.g., on the track, road or in the woods) and the more challenging dynamics involved, compared to gait. Even though IMMUs allow for real world measurements, the analysis was performed on a treadmill in a gait lab to allow for simultaneous measurements with optical and inertial-magnetic motion capture.

6.2 Materials and Methods

In Section 6.2.1 the data collection protocol is introduced. The measurement setup with the different motion capture systems is described in Section 6.2.2. The data processing, including the different motion capture approaches is explained in Section 6.2.3. And the evaluation measures are described in Section 6.2.4.

6.2.1 Data Collection

Experimental data was collected in the gait laboratory of Roessingh Research and Development (Enschede, the Netherlands), with approval from the ethics committee of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Mathematics and Computer Science at the University of Twente. Eight healthy subjects volunteered for the study (8 males; age: $25.1 \pm 5.2$ years; height: $183.7 \pm 4.5$ cm; weight: $77.7 \pm 9.4$ kg; body mass index: $23.0 \pm 2.5$ kg/m$^2$). The runners were recruited from a local track & field club and had no recent (self-reported) history of injuries. After a warm-up session of approximately three minutes at self-selected running speeds, subjects were asked to run for three minutes at three different speeds (namely 10, 12 and 14 km/h, in this order) on an instrumented treadmill.

6.2.2 Measurement Setup

Subjects were equipped with both inertial-magnetic and optical motion capture technologies and they were running on an instrumented treadmill (S-Mill, ForceLink, Culemborg, the Netherlands), with a running area of 250 x 100 cm. Xsens MVN Link (Xsens, Enschede, the Netherlands) was used to capture full-body movements at 240 Hz using 17 inertial-magnetic sensors, which were placed in a full-body Lycra suit (as shown in Fig. 6.1). The suit was adapted in such a way to accommodate placement of 41 retro-reflective markers on the subject’s skin. The position of these markers, placed according to the Plug-in Gait protocol \[\text{Nexus 1.8.5, Vicon, Oxford, UK}\] was recorded at 100 Hz by six high-speed infrared cameras (MX-13, Vicon, Oxford, UK).

6.2.3 Data Processing

Only periods of steady state running at a constant speed were included in the analysis. Optical motion capture data (recorded with Vicon) was processed using

---

\[1\] To allow for OpenSim processing, one additional marker was placed on all lower-body segments.
6.2. Materials and Methods

Figure 6.1: Placement of the 41 retroflective markers (according to the Plug-In Gait protocol\textsuperscript{1}) can be seen for a representative subject. The markers were placed directly on the subject’s skin. IMMU sensors were placed inside a Lycra suit, such that these remain in a fixed position with respect to the body. To accommodate the retroflective markers, holes were cut in this suit. This allowed for simultaneous measurement of kinematics using optical and IMMU motion capture technologies.

Both Plug-In Gait (a direct kinematics method)\textsuperscript{[49, 94]} and OpenSim (Gait2392, an inverse kinematics method)\textsuperscript{[51]}, which for simplicity will be referred to as PiG and OS, respectively. IMMU sensor data was processed using MVN Analyze (Xsens, Enschede, the Netherlands), referred to as MVN. These motion capture approaches have been used for analysis of running kinematics in other studies\textsuperscript{[60, 79, 109, 149, 155, 189]}. Kinematic data was assessed in the joint frame, and all approaches use Euler angles in the order of flexion/extension (F/E), ab-/adduction (A/A) and internal/external rotation (I/E). For both OS and PiG a static trial was recorded, where the subject performed a neutral pose (standing upright with arms straight next to his/her side) for approximately 5 seconds. The MVN calibration required the same neutral pose, followed by a short walk\textsuperscript{[170]}.

Even though full-body kinematics were measured, the analysis was limited to the lower-body outcomes since these are most important in evaluating running kinematics. OS assumes a limited number of degrees of freedom in the knee and ankle joints (modeled as hinges, i.e., only F/E movement is allowed), the knee model of OS was adapted to also allow for A/A and I/E, similar to\textsuperscript{[142, 170]}. In this manner the rotational axes of the adapted OS knee joints aligned with both the PiG and MVN knee joint axes. The transversal and frontal ankle degrees of freedom are modeled in the subtalar joint for OS, and are therefore not modified as these do not align with the ankle joint axes for the PiG and MVN outcomes. All three rotational degrees of freedom are allowed for the lower-body joints for the PiG and MVN models.
For a fair comparison, all data was resampled at 120 Hz using linear interpolation (upsampling) for the optical data and decimation (downsampling) for the IMMU data. MATLAB R2017a (Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) was used for processing all data.

### 6.2.4 Evaluation Measures

Pearson’s correlation coefficients ($\rho$) and Root Mean Squared Differences (RMSD) were used to characterize differences in the measured lower-body kinematics of PiG, OS and MVN. This analysis was performed for joint angles in all three planes: sagittal (F/E), frontal (A/A) and transversal (I/E). Segmentation of the kinematic data was required to allow for analysis of individual strides. This segmentation was done by identifying heel strike events using force output of the instrumented treadmill. Mean correlation over all strides was calculated using a Fisher transformation [45]. Possible offsets between the motion capture approaches were evaluated, in which the offset was defined as the mean difference between both outcomes. Furthermore, two relevant discrete outcome measures for running analysis were compared for the different approaches, namely maximum knee F/E angle during stance and the ankle F/E angle at heel strike [30, 149].

### 6.3 Results

Results of the comparison between the three different motion capture approaches are shown in Table 6.1 which is divided according to the planes of movement, namely F/E (top), A/A (middle) and I/E (bottom). This table displays the mean correlation coefficient, RMSD (mean and standard deviation over the different strides) and (possible) offset of the measured running kinematics at 12 km/h. Similar results were obtained for other speeds, but are not shown here due to space limitations. Fig. 6.2 shows the mean (and standard deviation) joint angle profiles of two representative subjects when running at 12 and 14 km/h (shown in Fig. 6.2A and 6.2B, respectively).

An excellent correlation ($\rho > 0.96$) between the different approaches was found for all the measured sagittal plane lower-body joint angles (Table 6.1 F/E of the hip, knee and ankle). This can also be seen in Fig. 6.2 where the largest difference is found in the hip F/E angles.

Fig. 6.2 shows MVN, PiG and OS give inconsistent joint angle profiles in the frontal (Table 6.1 A/A of the hip, knee and ankle) and the transversal (Table 6.1 I/E of the hip, knee and ankle) planes. The hip A/A angles show largest correlations compared to other joints/planes, where the RMSDs were not larger than 8 degrees between the different approaches. For other joints RMSDs up to 30 degrees were observed, which in some cases (e.g., ankle A/A and I/E) can be largely contributed to an offset between the different approaches.
### 6.3. Results

A/A and I/E) are compared between the different motion capture approaches: MVN, PiG and OS using ρ, RMSD (σ) and offset. Note that ankle A/A and I/E are missing for OS since these are not assessed in the model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Flexion/extension angles</th>
<th>Ab-/adduction angles</th>
<th>Internal/external rotation angles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>RMSD (σ)</td>
<td>Offset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S01</td>
<td>0.813</td>
<td>13.87 (2.20)</td>
<td>-15.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S02</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>12.69 (1.32)</td>
<td>-15.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S03</td>
<td>0.221</td>
<td>12.41 (1.32)</td>
<td>-15.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S04</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>12.41 (1.32)</td>
<td>-15.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S05</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>12.00 (2.32)</td>
<td>-15.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S06</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>12.00 (2.32)</td>
<td>-15.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S07</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>12.69 (2.32)</td>
<td>-15.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S08</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>12.41 (1.32)</td>
<td>-15.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6.1

Individual results (evaluated at 12 km/h, for all three rotational axes: F/E, A/A and I/E) are compared between the different motion capture approaches: MVN, PiG and OS using ρ, RMSD (σ) and offset. Note that ankle A/A and I/E are missing for OS since these are not assessed in the model.
Figure 6.2: Comparison between running kinematics of two representative subjects (A shows subject 2 at 12 km/h and B shows subject 3 at 14 km/h) obtained from three motion capture approaches: MVN (orange), PiG (blue) and OS (green). Angles are displayed as a mean (and standard deviation band) normalized to the stride cycle. The left column shows flexion/extension (F/E), in the middle ab-/adduction (A/A) and the right column internal/external (I/E) rotation for the hip, knee and ankle joints. These results are obtained from approximately 400 strides. Corresponding correlations, RMSD (standard deviation) and offset can be found in Table 6.1.
Boxplots of the measured maximum knee F/E angle during stance and the ankle F/E angle at heel strike (Fig. 6.3) show differences of up to 10 degrees between the mean outcomes of the different approaches. Fig. 6.3A shows that relative differences in the maximum knee F/E angle between different approaches are consistent over the various subjects, as in all cases OS shows the largest and MVN the smallest outcomes. Similarly, Fig. 6.3B shows largest mean ankle F/E angles at heel strike for PiG and smallest for OS in the majority of the subjects.

Figure 6.3: Comparison between discrete running outcomes (at 12 km/h) of all measured subjects from three motion capture approaches: MVN (orange), PiG (blue) and OS (green). A shows the maximum knee F/E angle during stance, and B shows the ankle F/E angle at heel strike. These box plots were obtained from approximately 400 strides.

6.4 Discussion

The results show excellent correlations ($\rho > 0.96$) for the sagittal plane joint angles (Table 6.1, top part), while the frontal and transversal planes show larger differences between the different motion capture approaches, also when based on the same technology (optical motion capture, processed with PiG and OS). This is a relevant outcome as for both the knee and ankle joints the main axes of movement is F/E
during running; however, other axes are also considered important for assessment of running kinematics \[136\]. Soft-tissue artifacts (STAs) can be a source of observed differences between the different technologies (optical and inertial-magnetic motion capture), but not for the differences in kinematics obtained by processing with PiG or OS \[35\]. It has been shown that STA have the smallest impact in the sagittal plane \[186\]; however, such STA effects can be further reduced by combining video with IMMU information \[23\]. Another factor mostly impacting non-sagittal planes is the potential misalignment of actual joint axes with the ones in the biomechanical model \[20\]. This misalignment then results in interference between the different axes of rotation. A dynamic calibration can minimize such misalignment effect, as was performed for the IMMU processing \[170\].

Table 6.1 reports offsets for most of the joints; however, it should be noted that when correlations are weak, RMSD between the approaches cannot be solely attributed to the calculated offsets. On the other hand, the hip F/E offset can be mostly contributed to an offset between different approaches (MVN, PiG and OS) as it is of similar size as the RMSD and correlations are excellent \(\rho > 0.98\). MVN shows the largest offset compared to both PiG and OS, since this offset is observed consistently for all measured subjects, it is likely caused by the calibration procedure \[18\] \[157\]. Pelvic tilt can differ between subjects in the calibration pose while identical assumptions about that pose are still applied to each subject. A knee F/E angle offset of 4.8 degrees was reported by Lathrop et al. between OS and PiG, and similar results (6.7 degrees on average) were found in this work as shown in Table 6.1 \[114\].

Observed differences in ankle F/E angles at heel strike (Fig. 6.3B) could result in inconsistent categorization of runner’s phenotypes based on their landing pattern \[30\]. More generally, this may translate to interpretation of general gait classifications, such as disease severity \[69\]. Due to differences of up to 10 degrees for both discrete outcomes it is difficult to compare such outcomes fairly between the different approaches. However, the observed offsets (Table 6.1) in sagittal knee and ankle joints could have contributed to these differences in maximum knee F/E during stance and ankle F/E angle at heel strike. Furthermore, due to the consistency of relative differences over the various measured subjects, such differences between approaches can potentially be compensated for.

Even though differences in the frontal and transversal planes are larger than in the sagittal plane, observed (in Fig. 6.2) joint angle profiles in those planes were similar over the various subjects and speeds within each motion capture approach. To assess consistency of the frontal and transversal planes more work should be done to also take into account marker placement variability. Therefore, comparing motion capture data from various approaches in non-sagittal planes can result in inconsistent interpretations and conclusions about the measured kinematics.

### 6.5 Conclusions

In this work a comparison between three different motion capture protocols was presented for the analysis of running kinematics, namely based on IMMUs (MVN) and optical markers (PiG and OS). Joint angles in the sagittal plane were measured with the largest similarity in terms of high correlation coefficients between all three
approaches. However, differences between the approaches existed and were larger in the frontal and transversal planes than for the sagittal plane, which could lead to inconsistent interpretations. Unlike general opinion which labels optical systems as the golden standard for motion capture, this work shows that clear disagreement between optical kinematic data processed with PiG and OS is present in the frontal and transversal planes, while consistent temporal behavior patterns were found in the sagittal plane. Therefore, the choice of one motion capture approach over the other ones will impact results and may impact interpretation of the measured phenomena. And hence given the importance of measuring running in a natural environment, using an IMMU system can be an equally reasonable alternative to optical motion capture systems for sagittal analyses.
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General Discussion and Conclusions
7.1 Overall Insights

In this thesis a number of approaches for minimizing the sensor set for full-body motion capture have been developed and evaluated. The first two studies focus on the development of machine learning methods to achieve full-body motion capture with a minimal inertial sensor set. The third study applies this knowledge to an application for estimation of running kinematics and kinetics. The fourth study applies mechanical modeling to estimate foot progression angles using a single foot-worn inertial sensor by using a dynamic reference frame. The fifth study compares the kinematic outcomes obtained from inertial and optical motion capture technologies.

The first objective of this thesis is the development, optimization and evaluation of methods for estimating full-body poses using a minimal sensor set. This objective is divided into two sub-questions. Firstly, what is the difference in performance for using either lazy or eager learning for estimating full-body poses using a minimal inertial sensor set? This is investigated in Chapter 2. Results in this study show that both learning paradigms can be applied effectively to reduce the number of sensors in full-body motion capture. However, jitter was present in the output poses, because of the lack of time coherence between different poses. This led to a second sub-question, namely: how can knowledge of time coherence be applied to estimation of body poses over time? To that end, in Chapter 3 a stacked input neural network was proposed, that uses information from adjacent (in time) poses as input to the network, which was compared to the current state-of-the-art deep learning approach for estimating full-body poses using a minimal sensor set. We found that comparable accuracy can be achieved when shallow learning is combined with stacked inputs instead of using a deep learning approach. Therefore, this shallow learning approach provides an interesting alternative to deep learning ones, because it requires less training data and computational resources. It should be noted that higher jerk was observed, which was likely the consequence of not explicitly enforcing time coherence (requiring relations between poses in time) as is done in recurrent neural networks.

The second objective of this thesis is to develop applications that use minimal sensing for pose estimation, which led to the development of three applications. Firstly, methods evaluated in the first objective have been applied to estimate sagittal knee kinematics and vertical ground reaction forces during running with three inertial sensors in Chapter 4. In this study, it was shown how fine-tuning of the developed methods to a specific application can increase the estimation accuracy significantly. Additionally, these methods have been extended to also estimate kinetics based on a small inertial sensor set. This is an important step to move running analysis out of the lab, since this is typically done using optical motion capture in combination with force plates. Chapter 5 describes an application for estimation of the foot progression angle using a single foot-worn inertial sensor without magnetometer. We chose to use an approach driven by mechanical principles to estimate these angles, since proper assumptions were sufficient for reducing the number of sensors. Hence no training of data-driven models was required, but a calibration procedure is sufficient. The use of a dynamical foot reference frame was shown to provide a drift-free estimate of the foot progression angle, because all signals are integrated during a single step only. The results show comparable performance to a method that uses the magnetometer, while our proposed method can be applied in any (magnetically distorted) environment. Preliminary work showed that using a
magnetic sensing system for estimation of end-effector position has potential, which is described in Appendix A. This is a different method of applying minimal sensing compared to measuring body segment orientations using inertial sensors (combined with body segment length information) on each intermediate body segment to calculate the end-effector position. However, more research is required to evaluate the applicability of this technology for use in a VR training application for stroke survivors.

All previous studies involved the use of inertial motion capture, however, the current golden standard is optical motion capture. To that end, the measured kinematics from both inertial and optical motion capture systems are compared in Chapter 6. The results show that sagittal joint kinematics are comparable between both systems, while differences in the frontal and transverse planes are larger, even for different accepted processing methods of the same optical data. These differences are likely the result of different soft-tissue artifacts or joint axes definitions between the used technologies. However, the results were consistent within each method. Therefore, comparing kinematics using the same methods can be done fairly, while comparing over different methods might lead to inconsistent conclusions.

The studies described in this thesis show the substantial potential for reducing the number of sensors in full-body motion capture, as illustrated by the different application studies. This may enable applications during daily-life, in which unobtrusiveness of the applied sensing modalities is essential. In the next sections, we discuss directions for future research, such as the use of machine learning or mechanical modeling, deep or shallow learning, the opportunities and limitations of the increasing amount of data, application possibilities and differences between optical and inertial motion capture. These topics are important to further drive development of approaches for reducing the number of sensors for full-body motion capture.

7.2 Machine Learning versus Mechanical Modeling

Methods presented in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 are all based on machine learning approaches. The learned models from such data-driven methods can be rather difficult to comprehend, as these are regarded as black-box methods. For neural networks such insight could be obtained when handling images, as a visual representation handled by the network can be shown. This is difficult in the case of orientational input data, which might not have a physical interpretation in the different hidden layers of a neural network. The field of explainable artificial intelligence could provide such insights regardless of the input features, therefore, this direction is an interesting step towards more understandable machine learning methods. Mechanical modeling, using mechanics of a particular model with appropriate assumptions as was applied in Chapter 5, on the other hand does not lack such insights and does not require training based on a dataset. This approach used mechanical principles to estimate foot progression angles with a single foot-worn sensor, because complexity of this problem could be sufficiently contained in a simple mechanical model of foot movement and inertial sensing during these movements. Such an approach, based on physical understanding may, however, not always be feasible. Both approaches have their (dis)advantages, mechanical approaches require highly specific
models to reduce the number of sensors, e.g., [87, 149], while machine learning tools are capable of modeling such complex relations based on datasets in a more general sense [4]. Choosing either approach depends on a good analysis of the problem at hand. Mechanical modeling may be the choice if the specific problem can be solved adequately based on mechanical principles. If a more general approach is needed, machine learning may be the best choice, requiring training and an appropriate dataset, but this should preferably be applied with good understanding of the specific problem. Therefore, future research in reducing the number of sensors for full-body motion capture should focus on combining the best of both approaches, as demonstrated by the promising results when physical body constraints are applied to aid the training of human body poses [48, 88, 219].

7.3 Deep versus Shallow Learning

Deep learning is gaining more and more attention in the field of machine learning [117], since the vanishing gradient problem\(^1\) has been resolved by improved network architectures [83]. In deeper neural networks feature engineering is less important, as higher level features are constructed by the first few hidden layers [117]. This has driven most recent developments in speech [77], image [181] and video recognition [215]. However, training such deep neural networks requires significant computing power and large datasets. As an alternative a shallow network for pose estimation using stacked inputs (implicitly modeling recurrency of the inputs) was evaluated in Chapter 3. In this manner, the benefits from a recurrent deep learning approach can be applied to a shallow approach. This resulted in comparable joint positions errors for estimating full-body poses using either approach. However, increased jerk errors for the shallow approach compared to the deep learning one were observed, which indicates that explicit recurrency modeling can provide more smooth outcomes. An advantage of using a shallow learning approach is that it can be adopted to a firmware implementation, which allows for applications of minimal sensing with only on-body sensors and processing.

7.3.1 Dataset Possibilities and Limitations

The increasing availability of public human motion capture datasets (e.g., CMU [33], AMASS [122] and HDM [129]) provides great opportunities for training deep learning approaches. However, composition of these datasets is rather limited, because most data is recorded using only optical motion capture and movements typically include gait, running, specific sports and ADL. Examples of data that could extend such datasets are: movements of people with gait disabilities, a larger variety of sports or movements in working environments, etc. For applications that require different data than can be obtained directly from optical systems, e.g., accelerations, only limited amount of data is available. Such quantities can be simulated using the optical data, but this will require significant effort in cleaning up such derived data [88, 202]. However, differences in simulated and measured inertial data could be large,\(^1\)During training of a neural network weights of the individual neurons are adapted proportional to the partial derivative of the error function. In case of a deep neural network this derivative might approach zero preventing the weights to be adapted and might result in a halt of training.
for example due to soft-tissue artifacts which impacts both technologies differently because of variations in sensor and marker placement. This can result in ineffective training of a neural network based on simulated inertial data.

When the application involves movements not included in such datasets, e.g., golfing, additional motion capture data is likely required to reach the desired accuracy. For this reason, an inertial motion capture dataset that contains a wide variety of movements was collected for evaluating the proposed methods in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. However, this dataset is still limited in variation of movements, age and health of subjects. Therefore, it is recommended to extend public databases with more variety in the used technologies and recorded movements to drive innovation in reducing the number of sensors for full-body motion capture.

Another approach would be to leverage knowledge obtained in a similar field, namely pose estimation from images, as large datasets containing a wide variety of poses are available, e.g., MPII [131], SURREAL [200], UP-3D [113] and DensePose [78]. These large datasets allow for adequate training of deep neural networks for estimation of poses from two-dimensional images [10, 193]. Which provides opportunities to apply transfer learning\(^2\) to trained networks for image pose estimation and transfer that knowledge to pose estimation using a minimal body-worn sensor set [139]. This would allow to benefit from these large publicly available datasets of images with human poses and be less limited by the smaller datasets of three-dimensional motion capture data. However, this would not be straightforward, since the features of both inputs are in different domains, i.e., image and sensor data. Furthermore, this technique could likely be applied to use the optical motion capture data to train neural networks and transfer that to inertial motion capture data inputs, because both data types are closely related.

Besides transferring knowledge from one data domain to another (e.g., 2D image to 3D motion capture), it would be beneficial to extend the currently available motion capture datasets with wider ranges of motions and used sensor technologies. When that happens it could result in an increase of the development of methods for reducing the number of sensors, similar to what has happened to image classification with the release of ImageNet [52]. Such developments could really take reduction of the number of sensors for full-body motion capture to the next level.

7.4 Motion capture technology

Various examples of different technologies for full-body motion capture using minimal sensing can be found, namely magnetic sensing [14], ultra-sound [101], pressure plates [96], optical trackers [36] and IMUs [88, 120, 152, 202]. This shows that similar techniques can generalize over sensor technologies. Throughout this thesis we have mainly focused on the use of inertial sensors (Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5), because no external infrastructure is required and can therefore be used in various environments. However, the choice for such sensor technology should largely be driven by a specific application and its outcome measures of interest (e.g., positions, accelerations or orientations), since differences in measurement accuracy of such quantities exist between the distinct technologies. For example, optical technology measures

\(^2\)Using knowledge obtained from training on one problem and applying it to a different (but related) problem.
marker position with millimeter accuracy [61]. While an IMU based system can achieve an orientation accuracy of approximately 0.5 degrees [119]. Additionally, accelerometers essentially measure the force acting on a mass, of which the acceleration is calculated using Newton’s law. Therefore, inertial sensors are better suited for kinetic analyses [39, 61, 133]. Furthermore, a magnetic measurement system can achieve similar position accuracy as optical systems [106, 159, 160, 169].

Inertial motion capture is used in various studies of reducing the number of sensors for full-body motion capture [9, 88, 185, 192, 202], which is likely because of the ease of setting up measurements and can be used in any environment. As this was the reason for using mainly inertial motion capture data in this work. However, it was also shown that our developed methods are not only limited to this type of technology. As was shown in Chapter 4 where our proposed methods were also trained using optical motion capture data. In general, this optical technology is applied to measure full-body kinematics in a laboratory at the level of positions/orientations [206]. However, in Chapter 6 it was shown that differences in the transversal and frontal planes among processing techniques of optical data exists, this indicates that kinematics measured with different motion capture technologies or processing techniques cannot be compared directly. It should be noted that the sagittal kinematics are comparable for all different evaluated technologies and processing techniques, which is likely because this is the principal movement direction of many joints in the human body. Furthermore, accuracy of inertial technology is constantly improving [170]. Therefore, inertial motion capture is a good alternative to optical technologies, that allows for a wide range of applications. However, this would require additional comparison research for various measurement scenarios, e.g., stroke patients or virtual reality.

7.4.1 Sensor Locations

Regardless of the choice for a type of motion capture, the required on-body sensor placement is important for the resulting accuracy of estimating full-body poses using a minimal sensor set. Sensor locations have been investigated in Chapter 2, where the optimal sensor locations were determined by training different neural networks with a small set of possible sensor locations and select a configuration with the smallest error. This configuration might not be the best choice for all applications due to application constraints or different motion scenarios. Therefore, a more generic approach to determine this optimum could provide a significant reduction of effort for the development of specific applications with minimal sensing. Information theory has the potential to provide such generic tools, which has been applied to feature engineering for activity recognition [110]. Within the field of information theory, mutual information has the largest potential for indicating the most informative segments, because it provides insight in segments that have overlapping information [138, 137]. Alternatively, principal component analysis could provide similar insights in the segments that describe a pose sufficiently [21].
7.5 Application Possibilities

In Chapters 4 and 5 and Appendix A, minimal sensing was applied to specific applications. However, there are many more application fields that could benefit from reducing the number of sensors for full-body motion capture. The largest application possibilities are in cases that require truly ambulatory measurements and/or involve users that cannot easily apply a large number of sensors or markers, e.g., patients and athletes. Furthermore, reducing the number of sensors/markers results in cheaper motion capture solutions, due to the decreased amount of required hardware. It should be noted that increased computational complexity might impact this economical advantage, which is minimal with the proposed stacked input neural network. Examples of applications that benefit from proposed methods in this thesis are (but are not limited to): real-time feedback on the foot progression angle [99], virtual reality training of stroke survivors [115] and assessing daily-life reaching performance of stroke survivors [199].

7.6 Concluding remarks

In this thesis it was shown that data-driven methods have potential to reduce the number of sensors in full-body motion capture (Chapters 2 and 3). Additionally, this methodology has been applied to estimate running kinematics and kinetics (Chapter 4). With a mechanical-based model it was shown that the foot progression angle can be accurately estimated with a single inertial sensor (Chapter 5). Furthermore, a comparison between optical and inertial motion capture shows that sagittal kinematics are comparable (Chapter 6). Initial validation of a magnetic measurement system shows results that are promising for application in virtual reality training of stroke survivors (Appendix A).

The approaches presented in this thesis are applicable to many different applications. Furthermore, because a minimal sensor set is required it reduces costs for such applications significantly. In the discussion topics for future research that could further drive development of approaches for minimal sensing of body movements were indicated.
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Appendices
Magnetic Sensing For Estimation of End-Effector Position in a Virtual Reality Application

Abstract

Current rehabilitation of stroke survivors requires extensive support of physical therapists and/or clinical experts. Part of this rehabilitation could be performed in the patient’s home when progress could be monitored sufficiently by their doctor. However, current eHealth applications do not provide doctors with sufficient qualitative information of the patient’s progress. Therefore, we propose a VR application for training of reaching tasks using only a magnetic actuator and sensor placed at the chest and hand, respectively. This would allow patients to train in their home environment with a sensor system that is set up easily and fast. The following research question will be investigated: “Can magnetic sensing be used to accurately drive a virtual training environment for reaching tasks?” Measurements using the magnetic sensor setup show differences of approximately 3 cm in relative position estimation compared to an optical reference system. This demonstrates that the magnetic measurement technology has potential for this type of rehabilitation application. However, the developed mock-up VR application requires improved measurement of the heading direction to align the measurement system and the virtual environment.

Keywords: Virtual Reality; Magnetic Sensors; Inertial Sensors; Minimal Sensing; Stroke Rehabilitation.
A.1 Introduction

Stroke survivors typically require extensive physical and cognitive rehabilitation under supervision of physical therapists and/or specialists to improve their quality of life [59]. Physical rehabilitation is an important step for stroke survivors to improve their independence. However, it requires significant support from physical therapists. Therefore, supportive devices have been developed to reduce work load on physical therapists, e.g., weight-supported treadmills or robotic gait training devices [62, 143]. Additionally, effective physical therapy can be applied in the home environment [118]. This led to the development of e-health applications for stroke patients [218]. Currently, such applications require users to follow a home training regime, but are still expected to regularly visit their doctor to monitor their progress.

Virtual reality (VR) has shown to be an effective environment for training upper limb function [90, 115]. The use of virtual reality opens up unlimited opportunities for training scenarios, e.g., various environments could be rendered based on the patients’ progress or the virtual and actual world could be mismatched to improve specific training outcomes. However, most motion capture systems require external infrastructure, e.g., HTC Vive [27], Qualisys [146] and Vicon [201], or significant computing power, e.g., LEAP motion [100]. Furthermore, inertial motion capture can be used in any environment, but requires a large number of body-worn sensors (e.g., Xsens MVN [214]). Efforts to reduce this number of markers/sensors have shown to be effective for generic applications [36, 192, 210]. However, specific modifications would be necessary to obtain the required accuracy for training applications for stroke survivors.

Magnetic actuation and sensing has the potential to overcome these limitations, as it provides relative position without requiring external infrastructure, a large number of sensors or significant computing power. This principle can be applied using either a powered [159, 160, 169] or a permanent magnet [106]. The benefit of using a powered magnet is that no or only limited additional information or assumptions are required to estimate the 3D position and orientation of a 3D magnetic sensor relative to the 3D actuator when time-division [159, 160] or frequency-division multiplexing is applied to the magnetic field in the different measurement directions. Also, multiple magnetic actuators can be applied if desired, when the magnetic field is properly actuated. However, this method requires a power source, which is also required for VR equipment.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no minimal sensing approach for measuring end-effector position in a virtual environment with only on-body sensing/actuation and processing. This leads to the following research question: “Can magnetic sensing be used to accurately drive a virtual training environment for reaching tasks?”. We chose to use a magnetic sensor module of Amfitrack [6], due to its modular design (multiple sensors can be added) and implementation of a sufficient API. Accuracy of this system is unknown (not provided by the manufacturer), therefore, the following sub question will be answered: “How accurate is the relative position measurement of the magnetic sensing system?”. Additionally, we will address the following goal: “Design of an effective virtual training environment for reaching tasks”.
A.2 Methods

In the following two sections, the methods to assess the static and dynamic accuracy of the Amfitrack system (Section A.2.1) and the initial design of the VR environment to assess the feasibility of training reaching tasks for stroke survivors (Section A.2.2).

A.2.1 Accuracy Measurements

The Amfitrack system measures relative position and orientation by measuring the actuated magnetic field from the source. Because of perpendicular placement of the actuation axes within the source in combination with time-division multiplexing, three-dimensional relative (to the source) position and orientation can be obtained. The accuracy of such measurements are not qualitatively stated by the manufacturer, hence this is evaluated in this work.

Position accuracy of the Amfitrack system is analyzed by comparing estimated relative positions with those from using an optical reference system. To effectively determine this accuracy, locations of the actuator and sensor within the casing should be known to provide a fair accuracy measure. Furthermore, the Amfitrack system measures quantities relative to the source, hence the orientation of the source itself is unknown. This orientation is required to align the Amfitrack coordinate frame with the virtual environment.

Figure A.1 shows the measurement setup, with a magnetic actuator (A) and sensor (S). Relative to the actuator, position (in millimeters) and orientation (in quaternions) of the magnetic sensor was recorded at 125 Hz using Amfitrack Viewer (Amfitrack, Vejle, Denmark). Position (in millimeters) of the three retro-reflective markers on both the actuator and sensor was measured at 100 Hz by eight high-speed infrared cameras (Vicon, Oxford, UK) and processed using Nexus 2.8.2 (Vicon, Oxford, UK). This marker setup was chosen to obtain the locations of the actuator and sensor within the casing. An Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU, Xsens, Enschede, the Netherlands) was attached to the magnetic actuator to obtain its’ orientation at 100 Hz, expressed in quaternions, which is accurate within 0.5 degrees\[119\]. With this orientation the Amfitrack coordinate frame can be aligned with the virtual environment. This can be determined based on the optical markers, however, in a VR application this optical information source will not be available. Therefore, this setup included an IMU to test if this would be an appropriate sensor for determining orientation of the actuator. To synchronize all three different measurement systems the magnetic actuator was rotated twice around its’ vertical axis, this rotation is present in all signals. Furthermore, the Amfitrack data was downsampled to 100 Hz to match the sample frequency of the other measurement systems.

The following three experimental conditions were measured for evaluation of the position accuracy:

1. Static measurement, i.e., actuator/sensor are not moved w.r.t. each other. Magnetic disturbances (ferromagnetic material, scissors and a phone) are applied in between the actuator and sensor.

2. Movement of the magnetic sensor along all three axes individually (at a constant velocity) to a distance of approximately 2 meters.
3. Random reaching movements while wearing the system on-body, with exploration of the whole feasible workspace of the hand relative to the trunk.

This is evaluated using both the Euclidean distance and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) over all three axes.

Figure A.1: The measurement setup used for validating the position accuracy of the Amfitrack system. (A) is the magnetic actuator that is powered by USB, and (S) is the magnetometer. In [A.1(a)] 3 optimal markers are placed on both the magnetic actuator and sensor for measuring their 3D positions and orientations with an optical reference system. In [A.1(b)] the actuator and sensor with retro-reflective markers were placed on the body using Velcro straps (markers were placed after the picture was taken). In this manner, the relative position of the sensor can be estimated w.r.t. a steady position on the body. In both cases an IMU is placed on the magnetic actuator, to determine if this information source can provide an accurate estimate of the actuator orientation, such that the obtained relative positions can be rotated to a global coordinate frame, which is required for a VR application.

A.2.2 VR Application Design

Based on discussions with a physical therapist expert, we came to the following requirements for a virtual training environment for upper-body movements of stroke survivors:

- Simple and clean environment, such that users can focus on the task at hand without unnecessary distracting details.

- Tasks should be challenging and relevant for upper-body functional rehabilitation of stroke survivors. E.g., reaching for a cup in the kitchen or catching a ball.

- Qualitative evaluation of the performed tasks should be implemented and accessible by the user’s doctor.

An initial prototype of the virtual environment was built using UNITY [197] (to visualize the different elements in the environment and run the necessary calculations such as aligning the coordinate frames) in combination with SteamVR [187]
A.2. Methods

(to enable use of a VR headset). The initial prototype environment (shown in Figure A.2) displays a neutral environment with a table and blue ball. The goal of this rehabilitation application is to improve the kinematics of stroke survivors for reaching tasks, since this is hindered by pathological synergies [55]. Such an application could potentially be combined with passive arm-support [144]. A training environment benefits from a minimal sensor configuration as it is minimally obtrusive and can be donned and doffed more quickly by patients themselves.

In this initial prototype, a virtual hand is shown that represents position of the user’s hand. Whenever the blue ball (which is 7 cm in diameter) is touched by the user, its’ location changes such that a different reaching task can be performed. It might be beneficial to include a movement back to a neutral position, e.g., the user’s chest, after each reaching task, such that these are more representative of tasks from daily life. Furthermore, size of the ball could be adaptable to the patients’ progression, i.e., use a smaller ball when the patient has improved his/her movement control more. This would however pose higher accuracy requirements on the system, as a position error is more observable if the ball is of smaller size.

The user is shown (with numbers in the background) how much distance, time and with what velocity consecutive balls are touched. For demonstration purposes a video of this concept environment can be found in section A.6. This concept meets all three requirements, however, performance of this concept with either HTC Vive controller or magnetic measurement system inputs still needs to be evaluated. We chose to use the VR glasses of HTC VIVE [86], because of its’ compatibility with UNITY and SteamVR.

**Figure A.2:** Concept application for training reaching tasks of stroke survivors. The goal is to touch the blue ball, which moves after a touch. The time, distance and velocity between different targets are displayed as feedback to the user. In this concept these are presented as numbers, however, a more visual representation (e.g., using bars or pie-charts) might be more effective. Furthermore, velocity is shown as infinity here because of the initialization, i.e., no ball has been touched yet.
A.3 Results

The resulting position measurements during a static trial (1, as defined in section A.2.1) of the Amfitrack measurement system and the optical reference system are shown in Figure A.3. The observed variations in the measured coordinates ($RMSE_x = 0.005$ m, $RMSE_y = 0.010$ m and $RMSE_z = 0.018$ m, between 8 and 25 seconds) with Amfitrack are the effect of disturbing the magnetic field of the actuator by moving scissors and a phone in between the sensor and actuator. This results in differences as large as 10 cm for the z-axis in this measurement. This variation is smaller if we look at the Euclidean distance ($RMSE_{euclidean} = 0.006$ m, between 8 and 25 seconds, in the right part of Figure A.3). However, such differences only occurred if the magnetic field is disturbed in between the actuator and sensor, since in the intermediate time periods the disturbance was approximately 25 cm away from the magnetic sensor. These results indicate that impact of magnetic disturbances is minimal unless these are in between the actuator and sensor.

![Figure A.3](image-url)

**Figure A.3:** During this trial both the actuator and sensor were static, but magnetic disturbances were applied in between the actuator and sensor (in the form of scissors and a phone). Position of the magnetic sensor relative to the actuator measured with both Amfitrack (AMFI) and Vicon (Opt). **(Left)** shows the comparison of all three axes (in the Amfitrack reference frame). The following RMSE (compared to the optical reference) were observed $RMSE_x = 0.005$ m, $RMSE_y = 0.010$ m and $RMSE_z = 0.018$ m. **(Right)** shows the comparison of Euclidean distance (in the Amfitrack reference frame). The following RMSE (compared to the optical reference) was observed $RMSE_{euclidean} = 0.006$ m.

Figure A.4 shows a comparison of the measured position with Amfitrack and an optical reference system during a trial where the sensor was moved in a linear motion and with a constant velocity (2, as defined in section A.2.1). In this trial
the magnetic actuator was stationary, while the sensor was manually moved approximately (without an external reference) along the x-axis. The mean euclidean distance \( (RMSE_{euclidean} = 0.029 \text{ m}) \), right part of Figure [A.4] measured by the Amfitrack system is approximately 3 cm smaller than the optical reference. However, the measurement shows movement in all three axes \( RMSE_x = 0.059 \text{ m}, \ RMSE_y = 0.052 \text{ m} \) and \( RMSE_z = 0.167 \text{ m} \), while this only occurred along the x-axis. This was not the effect of a possible mismatch in the alignment of both measurement systems, as additional rotation around the z-axis results in increased errors in the relative position between actuator and sensor for the whole trial. Furthermore, for larger relative distances, more noise (with a maximum difference of 10 cm) can be observed in the magnetic measurement system.

![Graph showing 3D distance for both measurements](image1)

**Figure A.4:** During this trial the magnetic sensor was moved in a linear motion (with constant velocity) in direction of the x-axis. Position of the magnetic sensor relative to the actuator measured with both Amfitrack (AMFI) and Vicon (Opt). The following RMSE (compared to the optical reference) were observed \( RMSE_x = 0.059 \text{ m}, \ RMSE_y = 0.052 \text{ m} \) and \( RMSE_z = 0.167 \text{ m} \). (Left) shows the comparison of all three axes (in the Amfitrack reference frame). (Right) shows the comparison of Euclidean distance (in the Amfitrack reference frame). The following RMSE (compared to the optical reference) was observed \( RMSE_{euclidean} = 0.029 \text{ m} \).

Subsequent to these measurements, the Amfitrack system was strapped to the subject’s body as was shown in Figure [A.1(b)] (described in 3 in section A.2.1) to evaluate the accuracy of a potential body-worn setup. Results of this measurement are shown in Figure [A.5] with the three-dimensional relative positions on the left \( RMSE_x = 0.084 \text{ m}, \ RMSE_y = 0.053 \text{ m} \) and \( RMSE_z = 0.085 \text{ m} \) and the Euclidean distance on the right \( RMSE_{euclidean} = 0.020 \text{ m} \). Mean errors for this trial are comparable to differences observed in the constant velocity trial with movement along one axis. However, no noise was observed here since the relative distance was smaller.
Figure A.5: During this trial the magnetic sensor was moved randomly in the on-body configuration. Position of the magnetic sensor relative to the actuator measured with both Amfitrack (AMFI) and Vicon (Opt). (Left) shows the comparison of all three axes (in the Amfitrack reference frame). The following RMSE (compared to the optical reference) were observed $RMSE_x = 0.084$ m, $RMSE_y = 0.053$ m, $RMSE_z = 0.085$ m. (Right) shows the comparison of Euclidean distance (in the Amfitrack reference frame). The following RMSE (compared to the optical reference) was observed $RMSE_{euclidean} = 0.020$ m.

A.4 Discussion

This work has shown a comparison between a magnetic measurement system and an optical reference system. This was evaluated in three conditions: static, constant velocity and on-body with variable arm movements.

The mean distance error of the Amfitrack measurement system for all conditions is approximately 3 cm (Euclidean distance), which is likely as important as errors in the different directions (x, y, z). This is an acceptable accuracy for a training application of reaching tasks according to experts in the field. Furthermore, a small relative position error is also allowed if it is consistent with the proprioceptive information of the orientation and position of the virtual hand, e.g., scaling of the virtual environment can be applied to improve this experience of the user [147]. However, this measurement system has some limitations, such as measurement range (between actuator and sensor), susceptibility to magnetic disturbances and requirement of an additional sensor to measure the orientation of the magnetic actuator (aligning the relative coordinates of Amfitrack and the virtual world). Advantages of this system are that it does not suffer from occlusions and no external computing power is required for processing of the data.

The measurement range was found to be approximately 100 cm, as can be seen by the increasing mean distance error and noise at larger distances in the constant velocity trial. Additionally, this introduces errors along different axes, while no movement along those axes occurred. This might be explained by the increased
A.5. Conclusion

Accuracy of the Amfitrack measurement system (~3 cm) is promising for use in a VR application for training reaching tasks of stroke survivors. Additional research is required for evaluation of the suitability of the proposed VR environment for training exercises.
A.6 Supplementary Material

A visualization of the concept VR environment (with HTC Vive control) can be found at [https://youtu.be/ph6BMBS-Axs](https://youtu.be/ph6BMBS-Axs).

A visualization of the concept VR environment (with Amfitrack control) can be found at [https://youtu.be/_YGJmZ9kQmg](https://youtu.be/_YGJmZ9kQmg).
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